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ABSTRACT
Complete understanding of the physics underlying the changes in viscoelasticity,
relaxation time, and phase transitions that mesoscopic fluid-like systems undergo at
solid-liquid interfaces or under confinement remains one of the major challenges in
condensed matter physics. Moreover, studies of confined mesoscopic fluid films are
relevant to technological areas like adhesion, wetting processes and nanotribology.
This thesis addresses the interaction between two sliding solids interfaces separated
by a nanometer sized gap, with emphasis on the role of the mesoscopic fluid film
trapped between them.

For this purpose we integrated two acoustic techniques,

recently introduced by our group, into a sub-nanometer precision and thermal drift
corrected scanning probe microscope (SPM): the shear-force/acoustic near-field
Microscope (SANM) and the whispering gallery acoustic sensing (WGAS). The SANM
monitors the sound waves originating in the probe-layer interaction while the motion of
the probe is monitored by the WGAS. Additionally, we decouple the interaction forces
by using frequency modulation and measure the local tunneling current to help
establish the location of the substrate. Our results show a strong correlation between
the elastic component of the probe’s interaction and the SANM amplitude, as well as
between the phase lag response of the fluid relative to the probe’s excitation
(represented by the SANM phase) and the onset of the probe-sample contact region.
Frequency modulation SANM-WGAS brings a new acoustic sensing mechanism to the
challenging characterization of fluid-like physical systems at the nanometer scale.
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CHAPTER 1
The SCIENCE and TECHNOLOGY ISSUES UNDERLYING THIS THESIS
1.1

The unique physical properties of mesoscopic fluid films
The physical properties of mesoscopic fluids found adsorbed at substrates or

confined between solid surfaces differ greatly from those measured in their bulk
form[1]–[3]. For example, the effective shear viscosity is enhanced, viscoelastic
relaxation times are prolonged[4], they reveal different phase diagram[5] (boiling at
lower temperatures, ice formation at room temperature[6], [7]), the so called
hydrophobic interaction manifests at distances well beyond commonly accepted
molecular interaction ranges[8], interfacial adhesion[9], molecular transport in
nanoestructures[10], [11], molecular assembly of particles in liquid water[12], [13] and
filtration[14]. But the physics of such a unique dynamic behavior displayed by
mesoscopic fluid films still lacks a comprehensive description.
For instance, there is no adequate theoretical explanation yet for the claimed
ice formation at room temperature in meniscus bridges[5], [15]. Still, experimental
results obtained by scanning a graphite sample with a sharp probe (2.5 nm/s scan
velocity and 5-30 % relative humidity (RH) range), reveal pronounced stick-slip motion in
the force loops with a period of 0.4 ± 0.1 nm, very different from the 0.25 nm distance
typical for graphite but close to the 0.45 nm lattice constant of hexagonal ice[4], [6].
Also, the measured two-second time response of the meniscus (to a sudden change in
the motion of the probe) is too long compared to the expected microseconds to
1

milliseconds for the formation of a capillary neck via adsorption of water molecules
from the water vapor at room temperature and RH 50 %[16], [17]; but if we accepted
that the condensed water meniscus “immediately” converts into ice, the time scale for
ice rearrangements by plastic deformation would be much slower than liquid water[4].
Ice formation at room temperature between a tip and a flat gold surface under the
effect of very low electric fields has also been reported[7]; and that once formed
confinement may not be needed[15].
On the other hand, the nature of the fluid itself could play a role in their
behavior. Films made of water molecules and films made of larger organic molecules
(like octamethylcyclo-tetrasiloxane, OMCTS) could display different behavior. Maybe
their peculiar group organization (further influenced by the neighboring substrate
geometry) would play an important role. Water, for example, with its ubiquitous
hydrogen bonding, is considered a giant molecule, conforming around substrates. Such
a conformational ordering depends on the space available between two interacting
substrates and quantified in term of its entropy. The latter would then have a crucial
effect on the water-mediated interaction between solid surfaces; for if a lower density
in the gap were more favorable in entropic terms, then an attractive force between the
solid surfaces would result. In fact, the latter argument is typically used to explain the
working mechanism behind the long-range (sometimes greater than 20 nm)
hydrophobic interaction[18]. Molecules like OMCTS (non-polar, quasi spherical, ~ 9 Å
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diameter), on the other hand, do not have such a cooperative gigantic organization;
hence its dynamic response to confinement between solid surfaces may be different.

1.2

The relevance of gaining a better understanding of mesoscopic films properties
Studies of mesoscopic fluid films are relevant to technological areas like

adhesion, wetting processes, and nanotribology in general[19] (as there has been
considerable effort to develop thin-film coatings to eliminate capillary adhesion
between components, and to reduce corrosion and wear)[20], [21]. They are also
important for understanding the rigidity and flow behavior of granular materials[22],
[23] and ceramics[24], in which deformation occurs by means of the shearing of thin
interfacial layers at grain or phase boundaries. They can also lead to the implementation
of a better modeling of bio-membranes[25], gain understanding of water mediated
hydrophobic interaction (which mediate the synchronized traffic of fluids in biological
membranes)[25], and potentially shed lights on the dynamics of proteins’ folding
unfolding processes.
This thesis aims at the development of a new acoustic metrology tool that could
help to attain a better understanding of interfacial tribology phenomena, focusing on
the role played by the fluid film trapped between solid surfaces in relative motion. In
particular, we are interested in understanding how does wear-free friction work. Could
it be that energy is dissipated via phonons (i.e. energy transmitted in the form of sound
waves originated in the confined liquid and coupled to the sliding substrate?)[25], [26].
3

Support for this view can be found in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations studies
of the phononic mechanism[27], [28]. Briefly, a rigid crystalline substrate produces a
periodic potential Vsubstrate ( z, r ) on the adsorbed molecules (here z is the coordinate
along the axis perpendicular to the substrate surface; r is the lateral coordinate.) As the
substrate shakes laterally and harmonically, it produces deformations on the adsorbate.
If the layer followed a similar harmonic motion (i. e. no deformation, as is likely to
happen if the adsorbed layer were in a solid state), then there would be no dissipation
of energy. But if the adsorbed layer were close to a liquid state, anharmonic oscillations
(i.e. out of phase with the substrate motion) would lead to a draining of energy[29].
That is, in the phononic mechanism, dissipation of energy arises from substrate-induced
deformations in the adsorbate and anharmonic coupling between phonon modes[30].

Figure 1. Energy dissipation in interfacial
friction phenomena by the phononic
mechanism. As the solid substrate
oscillates harmonically, it produces
deformation on the liquid layer;
anharmonic motion responses in the liquid
(i.e. out of synchronization with the
substrate motion) lead to a net dissipation
of energy[36].

This thesis pursues measurements of the phase lag between the sliding solid
surfaces and the response of the fluid trapped in between. The implementation of
4

Phase-lock-loop acoustic feedback technique to measure this phase lag is described
herein. The studies of fluid films in this thesis includes the use of substrates with
different hydrophobic and electrical conductivity characteristics, as a way to evaluate
the influence of the nature of the substrate boundaries on the fluid dynamics response
to shear motion. These initial measurements could serve as a seed for future studies
aiming at interrogating the nature of the hydrophobic force itself. The latter refers to
the interaction between molecules or between surfaces in water, often stronger than
their attraction when in free space[31]. (The brief description that follows is to provide
some context to the results of this thesis to be presented in the next chapters).
Although the ‘hydrophobic’ term means ‘water fearing’, the interaction between a
hydrophobic molecule (typically a non-polar molecule incapable of forming hydrogen
bonds) and water is actually attractive (due to the van der Walls forces, as occur with
any other two molecules with induced electrical dipoles); but hydrophobic interaction, it
turns out, is simply stronger than what is expected from traditional continuum models
(van der Waals, DLVO[32]). Its nature, however, is a matter of controversy; after 30
years of efforts, the search for the hydrophobic force law continues)[8]. Still, a trend of
consensus exists that the force between hydrophobic surfaces manifests differently
within three different regimes[33], [34]:
i.

From 100 to 1000 of angstroms, the attractive force is dominated by electrostatic
domains present on the approaching surfaces and/or the bridging of vapor
cavities[35] (described within the context of capillary forces)[36].
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ii. In the 15 to 150 angstroms range, a long-range hydrophobic force is possibly due to
the ‘proton-hopping’ polarizability of water. (Proton-hoping in water is inferred from
the fairly rising-trend of the water’s dielectric constant upon freezing, contrasting
the abrupt fall of  observed in other polar liquids. An abrupt fall indicates that the
contribution to  from thermal rotation of the dipolar molecule has stopped. The
high polarizability of water is believed, then, to arise from the proton hopping along
the H-bond network[33]).
iii. In the range below 10-15 angstroms a short-range hydrophobic force is related to
water structuring effects associated with surface-induced changes in the orientation
and/or density of water molecules and H-bonds at the water–hydrophobic interface.
Some consider this regime to be the true range of the hydrophobic interaction. Since
the force is typically detected by monitoring the deflection of the spring supporting
one of the surfaces, this short-range regime of strong interaction is typically
inaccessible to high lateral resolution tools like atomic force microscopy (AFM). The
shortcoming comes from the fact that an AFM-probe is inherently unstable, as the
cantilever will snap into or out of contact with a surface whenever the gradient of
the force between the tip and the sample exceeds the cantilever spring constant k
(of few tens of N/m)[33]. In contrast, the newer shear-force acoustic near-field
microscopy and whispering gallery acoustic sensing techniques employed in this
thesis does not have such a limitation (it uses a probe with effective spring constant
practically infinite along the vertical direction, and ~20,000 N/m along the lateral
6

direction, as described herein). Hence, SANM is more suitable and very promising for
interrogating the hydrophobic interaction at very short probe-sample separation
range.
1.3

Context: The emphasis on the study of interfaces
In spite of a standing interest, the dynamics, thermodynamics, and the

molecular structure of fluids confined to nanometer-sized regions are not yet well
understood at the fundamental level. Efforts to elucidate this problem can be traced to
developments in the colloid science field (the study of heterogeneous systems that
behave as springy liquid and sticky solid, hence no classifying within the standard solid,
liquid, or gas phases).
For the past 70 years, the theoretical framework guiding the progress in this area
of soft condensed matter has been dominated by the Deryaguin, Landau, Verwey,
Overbeek theory (a bottom-up approach theory based on the addition of pair-wise
interactions subsequently integrated all over the constituents parts)[37], and later by
the Lifshitz theory (dealing with interactions across vacuum[37], subsequently extended
to include interactions between the surfaces of colloidal particles separated by an
intervening liquid medium[38]) a top-down approach where the measured bulk
electrical susceptibilities are incorporated into the molecular constituents interactions.
Both approaches attained notable achievements but applied to relatively limited cases.
For the majority of cases under realistic experimental conditions (no uniform density,
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granular media, high concentration of ions), the models become mathematically more
difficult, or specific problems had to be fitted with so many parameters that the power
of making prediction for different situations is lost. As a matter of fact, the field of
colloidal science has been experiencing drastic new revisions in the last decade, as
revealed in the refreshing reference by B. W. Ninham and P. Lo Nostro[39]. The
revisions respond to the need of better addressing, in particular, the heterogeneous
characteristic of real substances, the role of ions (Hofmeister effect)[16], [17], and the
effects of cavitation[18], [20].
One aspect of these limitations is that the old thermodynamic theories have
been constructed based on theoretical abstractions applicable to homogeneous
materials (to make the theory more mathematically tractable). To remediate this
situation, part of the new revision in colloidal science focuses on the study of
phenomena occurring near interfaces, where the gradient of density (or other
thermodynamic properties) changes drastically only along the direction perpendicular to
the interface. Such an ideal situation should display mechanisms similar to the way by
which, for example, a liquid terminates at a boundary where it breaks into vapor; it is for
this reason that the study of dynamic processes at interfaces is appealing. This point is
pertinent to the objectives of this thesis, which aim at the study of mesoscopic films at
surfaces (as detailed herein).
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1.4

Standard surface characterization techniques
For the characterization of phenomena occurring at interfaces, the surface force

apparatus (SFA)[40] stands out for the pioneering results measuring forces between
parallel surfaces separated by distances down to the angstrom level[41], [42]. In 1982,
SFA measured an attractive force F = 0.14 e-D/(1.0 nm) N/m between two hydrophobic
cylindrical surfaces of radius R, for separation distances D in the 0–10 nm range[43].
Modified SFA versions allow studying the dynamic of fluids under oscillatory shear[44],
[45]. Succinctly, the SFA uses lubricated contacts between atomically-smooth mica
surfaces mounted on crossed half-cylinders that laterally slide against each other. The
deflections of springs attached to the half-cylinders measure the friction forces[46]
under static[47] and dynamic[48] conditions. Notice, however, the indirect nature of the
measurement; the dynamic of the fluid is inferred from the mechanical response of the
external spring. Also, inherent to its setup, the SFA does not provide lateral resolution
close to the nanometer level.
Another important technique is quartz microbalance (QM), which exploits the
low dissipation internal energy of a single crystal quartz to sense the slippery motion of
adsorbed molecules, the latter causing a broadening in the frequency-response of the
(5–10 MHz) crystal’s resonance peak[49]. QM has revealed that, contrary to what a
macro scale experiment interpretations would suggest, solid films slide more readily
than liquid films[50]. The results have been interpreted in terms of the phononic friction
mechanism[31], [51] (Figure 1 above). The technique, however, does not offer
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nanometer-sized lateral resolution, and it is limited to investigate relatively small
friction forces so that sufficient sliding (of the adsorbed molecules relative to the QM
surface) can occur.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) brings atomic resolution to the analysis of
surfaces[52]. A pyramidal-shape probe is dragged along the surface while its lateral
bending, caused by the probe-specimen frictional force is monitored with a laser beam
reflecting from the probe. The smaller the bending experienced by the probe, the lower
the frictional force[53], [54]. However, similar to a surface force apparatus setting, the
technique senses the effects that surface interactions cause on the probe only, while
the response from the mesoscopic fluid (trapped between the probe and the substrate)
is lost or inferred only from models. (The new SANM acoustic technique described
below aims this shortcoming). The AFM probe also suffers from force calibration
issues[55] and, particularly, from instabilities[56]. In fact, the spring constant of the AFM
probe (being no so rigid, typically few tens of N/m) suffers from snap-in motion (abrupt
downward deflection towards the surface) when the probe is being approached to the
substrate, which makes difficult to interpret the probe’s response, particularly at very
short probe-sample distances where the interaction is stronger than what the AFM
probe can discern. In contrast, the tuning fork probe used in the SANM is more robust
and stable; the acoustic signal itself has greater sensitivity in the short range region
closer to the surface, as it will be shown herein.
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Recent work using a quartz tuning fork SPM (QTF-SPM) system with frequency
modulation[57] and amplitude modulation[58] to investigate the properties of the
adsorbed layer on hydrophilic surfaces has shown the capabilities of the QTF-SPM
technique. However, in none of the four techniques mentioned above the response
from the fluid is probed directly.
Monitoring simultaneously the effects that surface interactions have on both
the probe and the fluid layer would be advantageous, since a potential phase difference
between these two oscillatory motions could reveal important working principles of
interfacial (i.e. wear-less) friction. Aiming to fulfill such a capability motivated the
development of SANM.

1.5

Shear-force acoustic near-field microscopy (SANM)
More recently, our group introduced Shear-force Acoustic Near-field Microscopy

(SANM) for directly monitoring, via acoustic transducers, the dynamics of mesoscopic
fluids trapped between two nanometer-sized solid boundaries under relative shear
motion[59], [60]. SANM was demonstrated in 2005 independent of a similar
experimental setting introduced in 1989 that aimed principally at lateral scanning
imaging applications, with a working mechanism attributed to the dynamic changes of
the gas surrounding the probe[61].
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Figure 2. Monitoring the acoustic response from confined mesoscopic fluid trapped
between solid surfaces in relative motion. Left: The apex of a laterally-oscillating probe is
brought into shear interaction with an adsorbed mesoscopic fluid film, engendering an
acoustic wave that couples to the substrate, travels through the substrate bulk, and is
finally detected by an acoustic transducer. Right: A metallic probe and metallic sample
monitors the onset of current (blue trace). Notice the detection of acoustic SANM-signal
even when there is not tunneling current.

In contrast, SANM exploits the fact that an acoustic transducer (attached underneath a
stationary substrate, as shown in Figure 2) has sufficient sensitivity to detect acoustic
waves engendered at the matrix of the fluid layer trapped between the oscillating
nanometer-sized apex-probe and the sample surface; such capability had been
overlooked in the past. The acoustic waves are driven by the apex-probe, whose
mechanical oscillations are also monitored (simultaneously) in the SANM setup. This
dual capability offers an opportunity to measure the eventual phase-lag of the fluid’s
motion relative to the moving solid apex boundary, which could contribute in
understanding the adhesive irreversibility (or hysteresis) involved in tribology
phenomena, as it was addressed in Section 1.2 above. The phase-lag measurement
12

requires the implementation of frequency modulation and its decoupling properties,
underlining its impact in the implementation of the SANM-WGAS integrated SPM
system. The characteristics of frequency modulation are presented in the next chapter
in the context of other scanning probe microscopy developments.
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CHAPTER 2
FREQUENCY MODULATION NEAR FIELD ACOUSTIC MICROSCOPY in the CONTEXT of
SCANNING PROBE MICROSCOPY DEVELOPMENTS
The near-field acoustic techniques used in this thesis to characterize the
dynamics of mesoscopic fluid films constitute an outgrowth of a large family of scanning
probe microscopies that are nowadays widely used to characterize materials with high
lateral resolution. This was hinted in the last section of chapter 1 above. In this chapter
we provide the technical context in which these new acoustic techniques were
developed their relevance as a sensing mechanism to characterize materials at the
nanoscale and the differences with existent acoustic SPM technologies. In passing, it is
interesting to highlight the disparity between the size of the analyzed region (10 x10-9m)
and the wavelength of the operating acoustic wave (10-1m).
This chapter includes a brief description of the particular SPM techniques that
have been influential to the development of WGAS and SANM, highlights of the
importance of the quartz tuning fork as a low energy dissipation sensing element, and a
rationale of the benefits of adding frequency modulation capabilities. This broad view
will pave the way for the following chapter in which the technical implementation of the
new acoustic techniques are described in more detail.
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2.1

Scanning probe microscopy
The invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) by G. Binnig and H.

Rohrer in 1982[62] opened the door for the development of a family of techniques
known today as scanning probe microscopy (SPM). The STM’s principle of operation
rests on the quantum tunneling effect that occurs when a voltage-biased sharp
conductive probe is brought close to an electrically grounded conductive surface. The
monotonic dependence of the tunneling current on the probe-sample distance allows
implementing a tip-sample distance control. Keeping the tunneling current constant
while scanning the probe laterally across the sample allows topographic images with
atomic resolution. With the advent of the atomic force microscope (AFM)[63] the range
of samples available for characterization expanded to non-conductive surfaces, thus
revolutionizing the investigation of local surface properties. The addition of dynamic
control and the introduction of an instantaneous frequency tracker by Durig[64] allowed
for the implementation of harmonic analysis and the creation of imaging modes based
on the probe tapping on the surface, thus increasing the analytical capabilities of SPM
systems.
The common denominator found in every type of SPM is a sharp probe placed in
close proximity to the surface region under test, and an electronic system continuously
tracking a specific physical parameter (tunneling current, probe amplitude of vibration,
capacitance, etc.) to control the probe-sample distance.
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Their ability to image at atmospheric pressure, room temperature and the non-invasive
(and therefore non-destructive) character of non-contact modes has made SPMs
technically

appealing

for

the

development

of

acoustic-based

imaging

and

characterization of soft samples.

Z positioner
Photodetector

Laser

Mechanical
Oscillator

Sample

XY Positioner

Figure 3. Atomic Force Microscope experimental setting diagram.

2.2

Quartz tuning fork scanning probe microscopy (QTF-SPM)
A critical aspect in SPM is the instrumentation sensitivity to detect the

cantilever’s response as a function of the probe-sample distance. In the case of AFM,
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when the probe interacts with the sample in contact mode, it bends and this
deformation is what it is measured. When in non-contact mode, the probe is oscillating
and the interaction range is longer. The sensitivity decreases along with the amplitude.
The stiffness 𝑘 (in N/m) of a typical AFM cantilever is inversely proportional to its force
sensitivity and while low values are used to reach sub-nN detection floors it means that
unwanted and significant modifications of its motion dynamics cannot be prevented,
which compromises its metrology capabilities.
The use of a quartz tuning fork (QTF) as a transducer for SPM was introduced in
1995[65]. A QTF combines a high stiffness (𝑘 above 2000 N/m) with very low energy
dissipation (mechanical factor Q greater than 1500), which allows using sub-nanometer
oscillation amplitude and relatively low effective forces. The QTF can be used in shear
force mode, by oscillating the probe parallel to the sample, which makes it suitable to
probe to the apparently high viscoelastic nature of the regions close to the surface. Due
to the stiffness of the QTF the ‘jump to contact’ phenomenon (typically observed in AFM
experiments) does not affect the position of the probe in the acquisition of approaching
and retracting curves (ARC) used in this thesis to characterize the mesoscopic fluid
layer.
Introduced by Gäunther, Fischer and Dransfeld[61] and later developed by Karrai
and Grober[65], the crystal quartz oscillator (CQO) with an XY cut, referred to here as
quartz tuning fork (QTF), has been used for tip-sample positioning control in Near-field
scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) since 1995[66]–[69]. The single harmonic oscillator
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(SHO) model is often used to account for the motion of the QTF. The model, it turns out,
provides an excellent qualitative and good quantitative approximation for the motion of
the QTF in the absence of first principles calculations, probably due to its intrinsic
internal low energy dissipation. One typically associates an equivalent RLC electrical
circuit to the mechanical simple harmonic oscillator model, which incorporates an
intrinsic capacitance Co of the QTF. This is well known model for CQOs, consisting in a
series connection of equivalent RLC elements (resistor, inductor, capacitor) in parallel
with a capacitor Co, which relates to the mechanical properties of the QTF as laid out by
Butterworth-Van Dyke model[70], [71]. Owing to its high stability, precision and low
power consumption this type of QTF has become a valuable basic component for SPM
amplitude modulation and frequency modulation measurements as well.
As a piezoelectric, there is a linear relationship between the amount of charge
and the corresponding deflection of the QTF tines. The charge separation Q on the
electrodes of the piezo material per mechanical deflection can be obtained
experimentally by measuring the electromechanical coupling constant 𝛼[72], which is
the amount of charge per change in deflection of the tines in meters ([𝛼] = C/m). The
experimental details for the calculation of 𝛼 is presented in chapter 3. Here we present
a derivation of the equation that relates the equivalent capacitance C of the QTF, found
through fitting, and its equivalent spring constant k to the coupling constant 𝛼. Using a
relationship from the mechanical model[73], 𝐶 =
in,
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2𝛼2
𝑘

and rearranging the terms results

(1)

𝑘𝐶
𝛼=√
.
2

Finally the harmonic approximation[73] gives,
∆𝐼𝑅𝑀𝑆 = 4𝜋𝑓𝛼∆𝑥𝑅𝑀𝑆

(2)

which will be used to calibrate the motion of the QTF.
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Figure 4. RCL circuit equivalent to the mechanical Butterworth-K. S. Van Dyke QTF model.
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A direct approach for the calculation of 𝑘 was shown by Karrai [72] where for a
rectangular cantilever of length L, width 𝑤 and thickness t, the effective spring constant
is given as,

𝑘=

𝐸 𝑡 3
( ) 𝑤
4 𝐿

(3)

where 𝐸 is the Young’s modulus of quartz. This equation has been shown to
underestimate the value of 𝑘[74]. There are three well known technique to corroborate
the value of the stiffness 𝑘 [74]: optical interferometry, mass loading and thermal noise
measurements. The latter one provides an in-situ measurement method and it will be
explained in more detail in chapter 3.

Figure 5. Quartz Tuning Fork Scanning Probe Microscopy (QTF-SPM).
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Figure 5 shows the basic arrangement for a basic SPM system. The diagram shows the
particular case in which a QTF is the sensor used to control the vertical position of the
probe, but the diagram will be equally valid if the QTF is replaced by a cantilever and its
corresponding optical detection setup (such as in atomic force microscopy), or by simply
a sharp metallic probe with a corresponding tunneling current detection setup (such as
in scanning tunneling microscopy).
2.3

Whispering gallery acoustic sensing (WGAS) feedback
In QTF-based SPM the control of the probe’s vertical position is implemented by

electrically driving the QTF with an ac voltage (~ 1mV rms) and synchronously detecting
its corresponding admittance[75]. However, the reactance of the TF’s inherently
capacitance ends up convoluting the electrical detection of the QTF’s tines amplitude.
This capacitance prevents the operator from determining the exact state of the TF’s
mechanical motion, including, for example, whether or not the probe has been brought
to a complete rest by the interactions between the tip and the substrate; even if in that
latter state the QTF’s admittance signal is different from zero. Precise determination of
whether or not the tip is at rest provides pivotal information about the ability of shear
forces to influence the probe’s motion, an important aspect for friction studies at the
nanometer scale. Even though alternative methods have been introduced to
compensate these shortcomings[76] simpler methods to directly attest the state of
motion of the probe are desirable.
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Whispering-Gallery Acoustic Sensing (WGAS), introduced by our group in 2011[60],
offers an alternative for establishing a direct correlation between the acoustic signal and
the TF’s mechanical motion, hence providing an opportunity to make a more direct
assessment of tip-sample interactions when integrated into a QTF-SPM.

Figure 6. Whispering Gallery Acoustic Sensing (WGAS) implementation for
monitoring the mechanical lateral oscillations of the electrically driven 32 kHz
quartz tuning fork to which a probe is firmly attached. The amplitude of the
oscillatory motion of the tines of the QTF sets an acoustic wave that travels up
to the cavity where a series of standing acoustic waves are established. An
acoustic transducer is judiciously located at the periphery of the cavity to
maximize the detected signal.

The acoustic detection approach circumvents the shortcomings associated to the QTF’s
capacitance that arises in purely electrical detection settings The simplicity of AWG
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resides in using the existent microscope’s frame also as an acoustic cavity where
standing waves (generated by the mechanical motion of the electrically driven QTF) are
detected in a whispering-gallery type modality; i. e. similar to the faint, but still clear,
conversations that can be heard at the galleries of a cathedral from a source located at
extraordinary distances[77]. Exploiting constructive interference affect established in
the acoustic cavity, WGAS can sense the QTF’s tines lateral motion down to nanometersized amplitudes.
2.4

Shear-force acoustic near-field microscopy (SANM)
SANM is an acoustic-based technique developed to characterize the dynamic

response of films adsorbed on solid substrates[59], [78], [79]. SANM capitalizes on the
water layer (often containing molecules other than water) that gets adsorbed on a
substrate at ambient conditions. In the case of water, it forms in part due to the
hydrophilic nature of the sample’s surface; but many other physical process may be at
play in its formation or affect its physical structure. The layer’s thickness can reach
several nanometers depending on the humidity level, the material type and relative
hydrophobicity of the substrate.
When a laterally oscillating probe is brought closer to the sample and gets in
contact with the adsorbed fluid-like layer, the probe-fluid interaction sets an acoustic
wave whose intensity, has been found, depends on the probe-sample distance. An
acoustic sensor, attached to the bottom of the sample, is used to detect the acoustic
signal. The probe-sample dependence of the acoustic signal suggest a corresponding
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distance dependence of the fluid layer viscoelastic properties. Thus, SANM provides a
new avenue to investigate the role of mesoscopic fluid-films on the tip-sample
interactions.

Adsorbed
Fluid-Like Layer
Sample

QTF
QTF

Probe
Probe

Sample

XYZ positioner
XYZ
positioner

SANM Acoustic
Sensor
SANM
Acoustic
Sensor

Figure 7. SANM experimental setup. The lateral oscillations of the probe, upon its
interaction with the adsorbed fluid layer, engenders an acoustic wave, which is
detected by the acoustic transducer located at the bottom in mechanical contact
with the sample.

The new method differs from other acoustic techniques, where the probe
dithers perpendicular to the sample or is kept stationary while an ultrasonic wave is
applied to the sample. They are conceived to literally ‘knock’ the probe against the
sample, which may have responded to the accepted notion of the poor acoustic
coupling at a solid-liquid interface. Such operation contrasts the mechanism of the
SANM where the acoustic signal is generated without having the probe to mechanically
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touch the solid substrate. In a SANM system, however, the excitation is right there at
the fluid very close to the solid-liquid interface, a region of, it appears, very strong
viscoelastic properties, which contributes to engender acoustic signals more efficiently.
The SANM system is integrated with the acoustic WGAS technique (described
above) that senses the QTF motion (to which the probe is attached). Hence, while the
SANM acoustic sensor monitors the surface interaction effects on the fluid layer, the
WGAS signal monitor the motion of the probe. Both signals (WGAS and SANM) are
measured concurrently and appear sufficiently different so that they can be contrasted
to give more insights than either one by itself. Thus, the tandem SANM and WGAS
enriches the potential information to interpret the intervening probe specimen
interactions. (In fact this is exploited in a system that also integrates frequency
modulation, as addressed in the next paragraph). Retrospectively, SANM was conceived
in the context of

expanding the capabilities of Near-field Scanning Optical

Microscopy[80] hence, from the very beginning it was not required to choose probe’s
oscillations of exceedingly large amplitude. Integrating both near field techniques into
one system increases their characterization capabilities for opto-acoustic materials
characterization.
2.5

Frequency modulation in scanning probe microscopy
The two acoustic techniques mentioned above, WGAS and SANM, were initially

implemented by driving the QTF at a single fixed frequency. In this thesis, they both
have been extended to frequency modulation operation. When the mesoscopic layer
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adsorbed to a surface at ambient condition interacts with the oscillating probe,
dissipative and elastic responses occur. The dissipative force component will not
produce a significant change in the resonant frequency of the QTF-probe system, but an
elastic response from the fluid layer (or an eventual knock interaction with the surface)
will. Tracking of the resonance frequency variation becomes then imperative for a
better characterization, in real time, of the mesoscopic layer, in particular its viscoelastic
properties. Indeed, since in the frequency modulation technique the probe is driven at
resonance frequency at all times, a change in frequency (due to a variation in the probesample distance) can be ascribed to the elastic component of the surface interactions,
while a change in amplitude to dissipative interaction components. The decoupling the
conservative and non-conservative probe-sample interactions is accomplished by
changing the excitation signal frequency so that the phase lag between the excitation
voltage and the response of the QTF remains at 90 degrees (this is the essence of the
phase-locked loop technique) at all times. If the QTF is always driven at its real time RF a
decrease in the oscillations amplitude can be ascribed to the non-conservative
components of the surface interaction (viscosity of the adsorbed layer, friction from the
surface, etc.) as schematically suggested in Figure 8. There is disagreement as to where
the conservative and dissipative forces begin in the course of approach and retraction
curves and on the nature of the intervening interactions forces. The general consensus
is that the formation of the meniscus and other capillary forces are at action at 10 nm
probe-sample distances regime. A more challenging task is to discern the nature of the
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forces in the 0 to 5 nm range where morphology of the probe, the material type, the
presence of ions, or the ubiquitous hydrophobic interaction (if it exists) may be playing a
role all at once.

Dampening: Dissipative Interaction

Frequency Shift: Conservative Interaction

Figure 8. Effects of conservative and dissipative forces on the spectrum of a QTF.

The faster response of frequency modulation (compared to amplitude
modulation) can be key to interrogate the potential interaction forces. The time
response of FM techniques is limited only by the time the sound waves travel through
the whole QTF. The sound velocity sets the theoretical limit to the detection of a
frequency step.
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For vertically oscillating AFM probes, the force changes within every cycle
because the probe oscillates in the direction of the ARC process. As such, the average
force needs to be integrated along past and future interaction positions. A significant
amount of theoretical calculations has been devoted to quantitatively calculate the AFM
force from the single harmonic oscillator model (SHO) [81]–[86]. For AFM cantilever
probes, Giessibl[87] and Sader[88] developed equations that calculate their interaction
forces. Unlike AFM cantilever probes, the QTF oscillates in the plane parallel to the
surface and its average force value does not depend on the interaction along its
approach curve. Thus, the single harmonic oscillator model has been successfully
applied to quantitatively measure QTF interaction forces.

It is important, however, that the QTF oscillation is kept as parallel to the surface
as possible (verified through optical inspection with a CCD camera). In addition, when
possible, low oscillating amplitudes should be used to minimize any taping on the
sample’s surface.

2.6

Equations for the calculation of interaction forces
The calculations assume only shear interactions are being measured. We start

with the driven harmonic oscillator equation with an extra term to account for the
interaction forces the probe undergoes when the probe is in the layer,
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𝑚𝑥̈ + 𝑏𝑥̇ + 𝑘𝑥 = 𝐹 + 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡

(4)

were 𝑚 is the effective mass of the system, 𝑏 is the damping coefficient, 𝑘 is the
effective elastic constant or stiffness, 𝐹 is the driving force and 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡 is the interaction
force when the probe comes into contact with the adsorbed layer as it approaches the
sample’s surface. Inertial drag forces are not included in this model. By making,

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡 = −𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑥 − 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑥̇

(5)

and due to the frequency modulation condition,

𝜋

𝑥 = 𝑥0 𝑒 −𝑖 2 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡

(6)

𝐹 = 𝐹0 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡

(7)

with,

and combining equations ( 4 ) through ( 7 ),
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∆𝑓 2
) − 1]
𝑓00

(8)

𝑘
𝑥00 𝜔00
(
− 1)
𝑄𝜔00 𝑥0 𝜔0

(9)

𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑘 [(1 +

𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 =

where 𝜔00 = 2𝜋𝑓00 , 𝑥00 is the probe’s amplitude away from any layer interaction and
𝑥0 is the probe’s amplitude within the interaction region. The amplitude of their
associated forces are,

𝐹𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑥0

( 10 )

𝐹𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝜔0 𝑥0 .

( 11 )

These values are, of course, the amplitudes of the harmonic oscillations of the
elastic force and the dissipation force experienced by the probe while inside the
adsorbed layer. They will play the main roll in interpreting the results obtained in this
thesis.

Using the definition of the mechanical quality factor Q,
the QTF is[75],
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∆𝜔
𝜔00

=

√3
𝑄

, the driving force of

𝐹𝐷 = √3

𝑘𝑥00
𝑄

( 12 )

where 𝑄 is the quality factor of the QTF.
Additionally, when dealing with the friction mechanisms of the probe-sample
interaction, an important parameter is the relative velocity between them. The equation
for maximum probe velocity is,

𝑉𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 = 𝑥0 𝜔0

( 13 )

when in resonance, which is the condition in FM-SPM.
Experiments involving a gold probe and a graphite surface under (8 x 10 -7mbar or
6 x 10-7 Torr) vacuum conditions[75] have shown that expressions ( 8 ) and ( 9 ) show
exponential behavior. This exponential trend leads to expressions for viscosity and shear
moduli that predict values of several orders of magnitude higher than those found in
bulk form.
Now we will discuss the effect of the SANM sensor in the approaching/retracting
measurements. When the probe enters the adsorbed layer there exists a mechanical
contact through the viscous nature of the layer. The results is a net force on the probe
that translates in a restoring (𝐹𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 ) and drag viscous (𝐹𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 ) forces. Moreover, this
viscoelastic interaction seems to occur long before the probe comes into contact with
the actual solid surface (possible through displacement of the adsorbed layer). Having
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the acoustic transducer capturing the oscillations immediately beneath the sample
grants an increased level of detection by determining the intensity of the interaction.
With the tip tens of nanometers away from the surface, mechanical wave fronts
originating on the QTF tines’ motion and traveling through air arrive to the sample. The
SANM sensor detects the mechanical oscillation and its phase. The SANM amplitude
provide a direct measurement of the samples vibration. Care should be taken when
considering the real relationship between the surface’s motion and the signal measured
by the SANM. It measures the strength of the oscillation but not its direction, whether in
plane, out of plane or a combination of both. The oscillation is mediated by the
thickness of the substrate itself and the mechanical coupling substance (vacuum grease)
which secures the acoustic transmission between sample and the SANM sensor. An
analysis of the transfer mechanism is out of the scope of this thesis. However since the
probe is carefully aligned for oscillations parallel to the surface, the experimental results
presented herein suggest that there is a range (sometimes 6 nm, other times 20 nm or
higher) where the probe-sample interaction is dominated by shear forces (i.e. no hardhard touching). The information acquired is most likely related to the viscoelastic shear
coupling between probe and the mesoscopic fluid-like layer.
The SANM amplitude is measured in arbitrary units and monitors the inflections
and sudden changes. On the contrary, the SANM phase-signal is measured relative to
the driving force phase. When the probe approaches the sample, the tip comes first
into contact with the fluid-like layer and the mechanical oscillations impinged on the
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layer couple to the substrate (typically ~ 2mm thick) and transmitted to the SANM
sensor located underneath (in mechanical contact with the substrate). In this approach
process, when the SNR of the near field acoustic signal is high enough, the lock-in
amplifier starts tracking the probe’s amplitude and phase. One explanation on the origin
of this phase difference is that, depending of the intensity of the elastic and viscous
forces, the probe can oscillate out of phase with the QTF (to minimize this potential
effect, the 100 m thick probes have been mounted such that they extend from the
tines no more than 150 m). Another more likely possibility[78] is the existence of a
relative motion between adsorbed layer and the probe, in which case the signal from
the SANM sensor would be a measure of the lagging motion of the adsorbed layer (or
sample). In fact, both situations may occur one at a time or simultaneously depending
on the forces involved.
The performance of a SPM system depends on its ability to sense the forces
between the probe and the specimen. Tuning the parameters of a feedback control
system can be implemented automatically using existing algorithms. Regardless of how
good an image may look like, because of the factors discussed in the previous sections,
interpreting the information contained within those images is complex matter. The
vertical position control of the system may be adequate to prevent damage to the probe
and obtain reproducible images but the physical dynamics involved are, very often, still
subjected to proper physical interpretation.
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The forces can be classified into attractive (Van der Waals) and repulsive forces.
Different theoretical models account for the repulsive, namely the Morse potential, the
Stillinger–Weber potential and the Tersoff potential[31], [89]. They comprise hard
sphere

repulsion,

Pauli-exclusion

interaction

and

electron–electron

Coulomb

interaction. The repulsive forces are of very short-range and have an exponential
decaying or inverse power law with high order distance dependence.
Some groups have described how changes in the elastic modulus of the sample
and/or the attractive component of the force can produce variations in the cantileversurface separation, potentially leading to uncontrollable changes in the probe’s
height[90]–[92]. Others have concluded that contamination or salt deposits around
molecules on typical support surfaces for molecules, such as mica[93], and/or
dehydration could be partly responsible for height reduction[94]. It appears that the
height discrepancies has contributions from the probe’s geometry i.e. is an intrinsic
characteristic of SPM imaging[95]. However this will not be clarified until more sensing
mechanism are used to observe the same phenomena. The new acoustic techniques
developed in this thesis attempt to make contributions in that direction. Their
implementation is described in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
INTEGRATION of SHEAR-FORCE ACOUSTIC NEAR-FIELD MICROSCOPY (SANM) and
WHISPERING GALLERY ACOUSTIC SENSING (WGAS) INTO a QTF-SPM
We have integrated three techniques in one single metrology tool to address
two main issues. The first is to determine the distance at which the mechanical coupling
between probe and sample begins. In other words, the conditions of distance and force
where the sample (a mesoscopic fluid adsorbed on a solid surface) starts to reveal
elastic response to the perturbing probe. This second goal is to attempt to determine
whether the mechanical response of the liquid diverges from its bulk properties. Such
challenges may require not only the measurements of forces with high sensitivity and,
ideally, sub-nm resolution, but also different techniques (sensing different physical
properties) working in tandem complementing their capabilities. Our answer to those
challenges has been bringing together WGAS, SANM and STM into a single metrology
system.
Performing the experiments at ambient conditions, makes the theoretical
modeling significantly more difficult due to the striking properties, quite different from
the bulk, of the adsorbant molecules. The new concepts in the literature, such as
nanoindentation, nanoconfinement, nanowear and nanoheat, reflect the diversity of
fields coming together to tackle this difficult subject. Although different models have
been introduced to describe interactions between the SPM-probe and the sample35

substrate, the most successful ones are those that make prediction for experiments
performed under high vacuum conditions. The presence of the liquid trapped in
between the solid surface appears to complicate the scenario very much. In fact, a full
understanding of the physical properties of mesoscopic fluids under confinement
between two solid boundaries remains a major challenge in condensed matter physics.
We hope the new acoustic sensing mechanisms described in this thesis could
open new paths for analysis thus contribute to a further understanding the dynamic
behavior of confined mesoscopic fluids. The next sections of this chapter describe in
more detail the integration of WGAS, SANM and STM into a single metrology system.
3.1

Experimental setup

Figure 9 shows a schematic of the experimental arrangement that uses a WGAS to
monitor the probe’s lateral oscillation amplitude, SANM, to monitor the mesoscopic
fluid response, and the optional monitoring of the tunneling current (when testing
conductive samples with conductive probes). It operates as a regular QTF-SPM, the QTF
being driven at its resonance frequency, but the probes motion is monitored by WGAS
instead of the electrical response from the QTF (see Figure 5 for comparison). In
addition to the simplicity of its implementation, the WGAS provides two main
advantages: a) Direct correlation with the mechanical response of the QTF (which is not
possible when the signal is measured electrically) and b) The resonant cavity can be
designed to have resonant modes coinciding with the resonant frequency of the QTF
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(thus increasing the SNR of the system) which would put WGAS in better grounds to
compete with the current state of the art QTF-SPM system.

Figure 9. Diagram of the WGAS and SANM integration into a QTF-SPM. The monitoring
of the tunneling current is optional (when testing conductive samples); in that case
the ac-voltage driving the QTF is used to bias the metallic probe.

During the probe sample interaction, part of the energy (in acoustic form) is
transmitted through the sample; the purpose of the SANM is to detect that energy by
placing a sensor beneath the inspected specimen.
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The WGAS sensor is placed on top of the cavity with an applied film of vacuum
grease between them, to maximize mechanical coupling, and held in place by a
aluminum plate with adjusting screws coupled with springs that maintain a constant
force on the back of the acoustic sensor. In the next section we describe the parts of the
SANM-WGAS integrated SPM system.
3.2

Components overview

The SANM-WGAS is an aggregate of several commercial and costum-made components,
adapted to fit the requirements of the ARCs process. The main parts of the system are,


The OC-4 PLL Nanonis system



FPGA card (PCIe bus)



FPGA breakout box



Nano-Z50HS piezo stage with driver controller



Approaching and retracting software control



Set of piezo-mechanical sensors



Set of preamplifiers and analog filter stages



Set of custom made cables

We will briefly describe each part in the next sections.
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3.2.A The OC-4 PLL Nanonis system
The OC4-PLL transforms the Quartz Tuning Fork (QTF) signal from voltage to values of
amplitude, phase and frequency shift. The last two are determined with respect to the
sensor’s excitation signal produced by the same OC-4 PLL. It communicates with every
other portion of the control system through its analog inputs and outputs fitted with
BNC connectors. The datasheet for the OC-4 can be found at http://www.specszurich.com/upload/cms/user/OC4ProductBrochure.pdf. We will briefly describe the
main inputs and outputs and how they relate to the rest of the system.
There are two connector groups visible separated. The group on the left consists of
connectors related to the QTF’s excitation and measured signal.
i.

Inputs. The PLL has two BNC inputs on its front panel. The first is labeled ‘INPUT’
and receives the signal from the QTF. The second input is labeled ‘ADD’ and can
be used to provide a second excitation signal, at a different frequency than the
produced by the OC-4. The signal entering this input will be added to the
excitation output.

ii.

Outputs. The PLL outputs are the amplitude, phase, frequency shift and two
auxiliary outputs. There are two additional output that will not be explained here
and are not relevant to our process. It is worth noting that the ‘FREQ’ output is
the difference between the ‘center frequency’ (set by the user), the ‘PHASE’ is
the phase between the excitation and measured signal, and the ‘EXC’ signal is
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the amplitude of the OUTPUT connector (excitation). The AUX 1 can be set to
amplitude, frequency or phase, multiplied by a constant or offset by a constant.
Figure 10 shows the front panel of the OC-4.

Figure 10. Front panel of the OC-4 PLL stage. The outputs to the right are not shown.

3.2.B The FPGA card
The FPGA is the acronym for the Field-Programmable Gate Array. It is an arrangement of
digital gates (NAND’s, NOR’s) that can be modified by applying electric fields, creating
new circuits without physically changing the traces in the circuit. This provides a flexible
environment for creating circuits to perform tasks that would take too much time for a
PC to perform. As an example consider the approximately 2 ms latency, which is the
time between a command issued and the task performed, of a normal PC running
Windows. In addition, the latency is not constant and the variation depends on the
particular number of tasks the operating system is occupied with, and its priorities.
Naturally, a PID control needs the highest priority and a real-time response when trying
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to control probe and sample, a few nanometers away from each other. Morever, the
FPGA can process operations as fast as every 45 nanoseconds.

Figure 11. FPGA card from National Instruments (NI). http://www.ni.com/fpga/

The response time of the FPGA, however, is limited by the time it takes the
analog to digital converter (ADC) to convert the analog signal to a digital signal and vice
versa. With a rate of 750 ksamples/second at the input and 1 Msamples/second at the
output, the current time for the PCIe-7852R card is (the inverse of the figures above)
1.33+1=2.33 μs, which is appropriate for the purpose of controlling the tip-sampledistance. As a National Instruments (NI) product, the PCIe-7852R card is programmed
with LabVIEW. The FPGA contains the PID algorithm, performs the initial data
processing, filtering of the acquired signals, etc.
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The most time-sensible calculations are sent to the PC using direct memory allocation
(DMA) transfer and the rest are sent (or received) using graphic user interface (GUI) run
on the PC’s processor.
3.2.C The FPGA breakout box.
The FPGA breakout box is connected to the actual FPGA, which is located inside
the PC through a special National Instruments (NI) cable. The purpose of this box is to
provide easy communication between the FPGA card and the external world through
connectors with easy access. It has 8 BNC connectors (with the option to add more, the
only restriction is the geometry of the box) for analog and digital inputs and outputs
(I/O). In essence the breakout box is the front panel of the FPGA. All of the signals
converge here and all of the command signals (the signals that drive the motion of the
piezo-stages) are delivered from it.
3.2.D The high resolution stage (HRS)
The high resolution stage (HRS) increases the voltage resolution by adding two
signals: a first signal (named ‘fine’) is divided over a certain factor (100 in our case) and
is added through a summing amplifier to the second signal (named ‘coarse’).
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Figure 12. Front panel of the FPGA breakout box. The connectors shown
(apart from input, output fine and output coarse) can be exchanged
internally using FPGA programming.

In this way the resolution is improved 100 times, which would reduce its total
range by the same factor used to divided the ‘fine’ signal, but the second ‘coarse’ signal
offsets the final output by synchronously shifting to a value equal to the full range of the
maximum range of the ‘fine’ effectively compensating the reduction in total voltage
range. A more detailed explanation will be offered later in the chapter. Figure 13 shows
the connections for the HRS.
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Figure 13. High resolution stage (HRS) front panel.

3.2.E The pre-amplifiers
The SANM, WGAS and tunneling signals need amplification stages before they reach the
lock-in inputs, as shown in Figure 9. The SANM sensor has its own commercial amplifier
stage, (module 500J from DECI) and the WGAS uses the custom-made trans-impedance
amplifier described in more detail in section 3.3.A. The tunneling signal uses the SR 570
low noise current preamplifier from Stanford Research Systems for its amplification
before it reaches the SR-850 lock-in amplifier, also from Stanford Research Systems.
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Figure 14. Gain of the preamplifier of the SANM sensor. The gain at 32 kHz
(indicated by the circle) is 3950 V/A.

3.2.F Custom-made cables for mechanical decoupling
One of the early challenges was the mechanical coupling to the base of the
SANM-WGAS system through the electrical cable of the SANM sensor, since it is
attached to the Nano-Z50HS piezo stage (serving as the sample holder). The mechanical
coupling was minimized by using a ultra-flexible shielded cables (Brim Electronics,
product number 1210/5, http://brimelectronics.com/1208-1210.htm) to fabricate the
SANM acoustic sensor connections. This shielded flexible cable minimizes any
mechanical vibrations and strains placed on the SANM sensor by the sensing cables that
could damage the Nano-Z50HS platform.
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3.2.G Piezo-acoustic sensors
Acoustic sensors from Dunegan Engineering Company Incorporated (DECI) were
used. The WGAS utilizes the SE25-P acoustic sensor and the SANM uses the SE40-Q.
Both have their highest sensitivity around 32 kHz.
3.2.H The Nano-Z50HS stage
The Nano-Z50HS is a high speed (1 kHz resonance frequency) uniaxial piezo stage
from Mad City Labs. In this thesis the piezo was used to calibrate the displacement of
the piezotube used for the ARCs. It has closed loop control of its position and a 0.1 nm
resolution.
3.3

Signal Conditioning
Minimizing the noise level is very important in electronic measurements. A

typical procedure to evaluate the noise of a system is to break it into contribution from
different component.

Figure 15. Schematic of the noise addition. Each stage introduces noise to final signal output
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When having a series of stages where the output of each stage is connected
directly to the input of the next one, each one of the stages contributes to the final
noise level. This contributions add in quadrature,
2
2
𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒 = √𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒
1 + 𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 2 + ⋯

To assure a clean control signal a series of filters must be included for each
measuring channel. For data acquisition this is done with the help of the FPGA card PCIe
7852R and LabVIEW digital filter packages, where each signal has a real time digital filter
of 4th order, low pass Butterworth and 15 Hz to 50 Hz cut off frequency, depending on
the particular experiment. For the driving (controlling) signals, however, the filter
(amplifier) must be implemented right before (right after) the transducer, since the PZT
driving signal (QTF/WGAS signal) requires a clean driving voltage (high gain
amplification).
3.3.A Trans-impedance amplifier
The trans-impedance amplifier is a particular case of the inverting operational
amplifier setup. The main two parameters that are important in this study are the noise
level and the gain in a frequency range at around 32 kHz. An important equation
impacting the performance of the amplifier is,

𝑓𝑐𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑓𝑓 = √

𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡
.
2𝜋𝑅𝐶𝑖

Figure 16 shows the diagram and a drawing of the trans-impedance amplifier
implementation.
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Figure 16. Top: Trans-impedance amplifier circuit diagram. Bottom: Board implementation.

The equation emphasizes the role of the input capacitance 𝐶𝑖 . The larger its
value the smaller the bandwidth. A thorough search resulted in choosing the OPA 657
due to its high Gain Bandwidth Product (GBP), low input voltage and low current
noise[96], [97].
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108 Ω

Figure 17. Left: Diagram of the QTF and trans-impedance amplifier. Right: Actual transimpedance amplifier circuit inside its enclosure displaying its assembled surface mount
components.

Gain at 32767 = 1.2 X 107
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Figure 18. Gain response of the QTF/WGAS-preamplifier (left) and its corresponding
noise spectral density (right).

3.3.B Active Filtering.
For frequencies above 1 MHz filters are usually implemented with passive
components, namely resistors, inductor and capacitors. However, for f < 1 MHz the
relevant inductance components need larger more expensive values, which coupled
with the bigger size make them less attractive. As an alternative, active filters (which use
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operational amplifiers) provide similar characteristics in this frequency range[98]. As
opposed to passive filters, active filters do not need impedance matching techniques
since the output impedance of the circuit is the low value associated with op-amp. The
cut off frequency can be tailored using the proper resistor and capacitor values. In
addition, using surface mount components help reduce the electric path significantly.

Figure 19. Active low pass filter of Sallen-Key topology. This design only needs
one operational amplifier per filter at the expense of smaller roll off[98].

The cut off frequency for the PZT low pass filter was set close to 30 Hz; using
lower values to would be incompatible for feedback purposes with an error signal of 130
ms time constant.
3.4

Software development in LabVIEW
Feedback control in typical SPM systems with normal speed operations (1-5

line/s) requires fast responses in the order of tens or hundreds of microseconds. Since
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the Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control loop needs to respond to interactions
in the order of sub-milliseconds, PID loops running in a Windows environment, which
have a latency of a few milliseconds, are inadequate. An FPGA is a reprogrammable
integrated circuit that can achieve high processing speed (of tens of nanoseconds)
utilizing the resources of the operating system running the personal computer (PC) the
card is installed in. In this thesis PCIe-7852R FPGA from National Instruments was used.
The card contains a Virtex-5 LX50 FPGA onboard chip whose functionality can
easily be changed using the LabVIEW software package; eight independent 16-bit analog
inputs with 750 kHz update rate; eight independent 16-bit analog outputs with
bandwidths of 1 MHz; and 96 digital lines at a rate of 40 MHz. The parallelism of the
FPGA enables all of the analog I/O and digital I/O ports to be accessed simultaneously.
FPGA programming in LabVIEW has two distinct environments, the “PC” and the
“Target” environment. The algorithm written for the PC environment is executed using
the PC’s microprocessor and is in charge of the graphical user interface (GUI) and of
relatively low speed calculations. A second algorithm written in the “Target”
environment is loaded onto the FPGA, capitalizing on the resources available in the card
and able to communicate with the PC environment program.
For the implementation of the PID program, Direct Memory Access (DMA) data
transfer and synchronization techniques were included to improve the efficiency of the
data transfer rate between the FPGA and the PC (lightening the work of the PC
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processor). A single FPGA card enabled the system to acquire at least 6 different
channels of information.

3.4.A Modified Proportional Integral Differential (PID) Feedback for High Resolution
Control
The modified PID used in this thesis is a complex adaptation of the PID FPGA
virtual instrument (VI) found in the LabVIEW library. It has gone under extensive
modification to accommodate for the high resolution output (HRO) implementation
(Figure 20). The HRO generates two signals, the PID output signal and the Offset signal.
The PID output (𝑣2) behaves as a regular PID signal, with the difference that when it
reaches its maximum (minimum) value it returns to its minimum (maximum), depending
on the direction of change (Figure 20). As this transition occurs, the offset signal (𝑣2)
changes its value by 𝛽 × 20 Volts (in this thesis 𝛽 = 1/100) and since the PID output
signal will later be multiplied by the same factor, when both signals are added the
resulting signal (high resolution PID in Figure 20) will be a continuous monotonic curve.
The addition of the two signals is performed by the summing amplifier also shown in
Figure 20.
3.4.B Approaching and retracting control program (ARCP)
The development of the approach and retraction program (ACRP) responded to
the need for increased repeatability and temporal accuracy of the ARCs. The SPM used
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in this thesis was initially designed for the imaging of biological samples, requiring
precision range in the nanometers.
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Figure 20. High resolution output (HRO). Two 16 bit signals are synchronized to produce a
continuous higher resolution (100 times higher in this thesis) than each channel could deliver
𝑹

𝑹

separately. The resulting output value is 𝒗𝒐𝒖𝒕 = 𝒗𝟏 × 𝑹 + 𝒗𝟐 × 𝜷 × 𝑹 = 𝒗𝟏 + 𝒗𝟐 × 𝜷.

However, when the influence of mesoscopic fluid film entered into the NSOM
scenario, as a potential factor that could influence the high-resolution images, the
investigation of the adsorbed mesoscopic layer require sub-nanometer precision since
the first monolayers adjacent to the solid boundary could be the most influential ones in
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the dynamics of the fluid layer. The thickness itself of the layer could be as small as 1.5
nm as occurs in the case of a freshly peeled mica sample[99]. One important factor to
take into account in this endeavor to attain nanometer precision position control is the
unavoidable thermal drift of the SPM stage.

Accordingly, the ARCP program has

incorporated a protocol that performs an evaluation of the thermal drift prior to
recording an approaching/retraction curve, so a proper correction can be applied
afterwards:
i.

Surface reference seeking. The systems sets the probe’s oscillation amplitude to
a pre-determined value. As the probe moves vertically towards the sample the
system control waits until the oscillation amplitude decreases to a predetermined setpoint value, which triggers a retraction (see next step). The
maximum approaching speed is 50 nm/s, but we typically use 5 nm/s. At this
point the system knows where the air-fluid interface is located.

ii.

Backing-out. After the control signal reaches the setpoint, the system retracts a
distance (usually set at 40 nm) to keep the probe hovering just above the
interaction region. It is here where the option of drift control is chosen. If the
user selects the ‘drift control’ option the software starts that process (explained
in the next chapter). If not it continues with the third step.

iii.

Drift correction. The probe changes to feedback mode and approaches the
surface to maintain a constant interaction force (given by setpoint of the control
signal). The details of the drift correction process will be described in chapter 4.
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iv.

Approaching curve. The approach starts at a predetermined velocity

v.

Retracting curve. The retraction starts at a predetermined velocity.

Figure 21. Approaching and Retracting Curve Program (ARCP) developed to control and perform
drift corrections on every approaching and retracting curve (ARC).

Figure 21 shows the front panel of the ARCP. The ARCP allows performing ARC’s
curves continuously and with high reproducibility. When necessary it can also execute
manual control of the distance between the probe and the sample.

3.5

Determination of the amplitude of oscillation of the QTF
The measurement of the noise floor of the trans-impedance amplifier

determines the sensitivity or minimum distinguishable value of the physical variable
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used as the control signal. In the case of the QTF, this will determine the sensitivity of
the control signal and the force measurements. We use the high gain preamplifier
discussed above, an acquisition time of 60 minutes with steps of 15 mHz and a time
constant of 52 ms.
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Votlage (V)

25.0µ
20.0µ
15.0µ
10.0µ
5.0µ
32700

32750

32800

32850

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 22. Raw data of the QTF spectrum. The QTF was kept in its
vacuum metal container and soldered right next to the input of the
board of the pre-amplifier. One of the tines of the QTF is grounded
and the other connected to the input of the pre-amplifier.

The QTF response from Figure 23 is caused by the Johnson-Nyquist thermal
voltage noise of its equivalent resistance R of the Butterworth-Van Dyke[70] model. It is
measured by grounding one of the excitation electrodes and connecting the other to the
input of the preamplifier, shown in Figure 24.
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After Caculation for Noise

Votlage NoiseV/z

2.5

QTF inside metallic enclosure

2.0
1.5

Nominal Gain 107

1.0

Actual Gain 1.97 x 106

0.5
0.0
32740

32760

32780

32800

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 23. Noise density spectrum of the QTF obtained by
calculating the standard deviation of the average signal from
the spectrum in Figure 22 above. The algorithm used had an
averaging window of 100 points equivalent to a 1.5 Hz range.

107 Ω

Figure 24. Schematic connections to measure the QTF’s
response due to thermal noise.

However, this conditions do not resemble the ones in while the approaching and
retracting curves (ARC) are performed. Furthermore, calibrating the QTF in this way
would require opening and rewiring the boards input connections, soldering the QTF
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directly at the op-amps input every time a new probe is used. To more closely reflect
the actual conditions and to develop a more practical approach to the QTF’s calibration,
the QTF was placed outside the pre-amplifier box, although still inside a metal box, and
its spectrum taken.

Nominal Gain 108
Actual Gain 1.3x107

Votlage NoiseV/z

58
56
54
52
50
48

32720 32740 32760 32780 32800

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 25. Thermal noise spectrum and fitting curve of a QTF still
enclosed in its metal cylinder but connected to the amplifier with a 20
cm of coaxial cable. The capacitance of the connections increase the
asymmetry of the spectrum.

This time the capacitance increased due to the cabling and extra connections between
the QTF and the input of the circuit board. The result was the well-known asymmetry
around the resonance frequency[100].
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By fitting the spectrum to the expression,

2

𝐼(𝜔) =

𝐼0 𝜔
√
𝑄𝜔0

𝐶
𝜔2
𝐶2
𝜔2
𝐶2 𝜔 2
1 + 2 𝐶0 (1 − 2 ) + 02 (1 − 2 ) + 02 (𝜔 𝑄 )
𝜔0
𝐶
𝜔0
𝐶
0
2

𝜔2
𝜔 2
(1 − 2 ) + (𝜔 𝑄 )
𝜔0
0

we can extract the equivalent RLC parameters[100] using the additional relations 𝜔0 =
1/√𝐿𝐶, 𝑄 = 𝐿𝜔0 /𝑅 and 𝐼0 = 𝑉/𝑅. To calculate C we express it in terms of 𝑅, 𝑄 and 𝜔0
using these relations. After algebraic reordering we obtain,

𝐶=

1
𝑅𝑄𝜔0

Additionally, since the excitation is thermal in origin, the expression is given by,

̅̅̅2 = 4𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑅
𝑣

( 14 )

in units of 𝑉 2 /𝐻𝑧. The expression for the R is,

𝑅=

4𝑘𝐵 𝑇Δ𝐻𝑧
(𝐼0 𝑅𝑀𝑆 )

and the results is R=2.44 x 105 Ω. We use this value, a bandwidth Δ𝐻𝑧=5 Hz and the
fitted parameters to obtain 𝐶=2.83 x 10-15 F ( 𝐶0 =8452.7 x 2.83 x 10-15 F= 23.4 x 10-12 F).
The value of 𝑘 is calculated from equation ( 3 ) using the experimental values t=0.55
mm, L= 3.75 mm and w=0.25 mm. The result is 15518 N/m. Using equation ( 1 ) 𝛼 =
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𝑘𝐶

√

2

we find a value of 𝛼=4.69 x 10-6 C/m which in turn delivers a value of 1.93 A/m for

Δ𝐼𝑅𝑀𝑆 / Δ𝑥𝑅𝑀𝑆 using equation ( 2 ), ∆𝐼𝑅𝑀𝑆 = 4𝜋𝑓𝛼∆𝑥𝑅𝑀𝑆 . To corroborate the above
calculations we took the calculated 𝛼 and use it to calculate 𝑘 again with the
application of the equipartition theory to the analysis of the QTF motion[101]. The
known relationship is

𝑘=

𝑘𝐵 𝑇
.
2
〈𝐴𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 〉

( 15 )

We obtain a 𝑘 of 6331 N/m, half of the value obtained above.

Nominal Gain 108
Actual Gain 1.3x107

Current (A)

4.6x10-9

3.1x10-9

1.5x10-9

0.0
32155

32160

32165

32170

32175

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 26. Spectrum taken to an actual QTF right before the approach and
retraction process, hovering around 10 μm from the sample. The excitation
voltage is 1mV. The values obtained are 𝑪=2.83 x 10-15 and 𝜶=4.69 x 10-6 C/m.
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We perform the same fitting to a QTF loaded with an actual tip immediately
before the experiment. This fitting is shown in Figure 26. From the values 𝐶 and 𝛼 values
obtained above the resulting value of 𝛼=4.112 x 10-6 C/m and of 1.66 A/m for the ratio
Δ𝐼𝑅𝑀𝑆 / Δ𝑥𝑅𝑀𝑆 . Another values found for a different QTF (of the same batch) were
𝛼=4.25 10-6 C/m and 1.70 A/m. We have found that for QTF from the same batch the
ratio Δ𝐼𝑅𝑀𝑆 / Δ𝑥𝑅𝑀𝑆 has consistently in the 1.6-1.9 A/m range when measured with the
Nanonis OC-4 system (see chapter 5).
However, measurements with the SR-850 system have consistently yielded
values between 2.9 A/m and 3.2 A/m. For calculation purposes in this thesis we will use
the average value of 1.75 A/m value given by the measurements with OC-4. When
fabricating the probes and mounting them on QTFs, we pursued maximizing the quality
factor, Q, to obtain greater sensitivity. Q represents the ratio of the energy stored and
the energy dissipated in one cycle of oscillation. Since the higher the excitation voltage
the larger the oscillation’s amplitude, we are always looking to minimize the energy
given to the QTF without sacrificing the signal to noise ratio (SNR).
For the actual ARCs measurements, unless otherwise indicated, we will use the
WGAS sensor as the control signal. The response of the spectrum of the WGAS sensor is
shown in Figure 27. The noise level (peak to peak) of the WGAS amplitude is 1 % for
every ARC performed in this thesis.
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WGAS Amplitude
(arbitrary units)

0.012
0.010
0.008
0.006
0.004
0.002
0.000
31790

31800

31810

31820

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 27. The amplitude and phase response of the WGAS signal. The red vertical line marks
the resonance frequency.

3.6

Tunneling current measurements
Tunneling current measurements precedes the advent of atomic force

microscopes and it is a technique that boasts great accuracy[62] due to the exponential
nature of the tunneling current between two surfaces at close distance. This
relationship holds especially in vacuum conditions where clean surfaces are easier to
maintain. STM at ambient conditions presents the added difficulty of dealing with the
adsorbed water layer[102]–[104]. Electrical conduction occurs through this layer
mediated by ions.
Freund et al.[105] has shown two type of curves for high a low humidity
environments in tunneling current experiments in SPM.
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Figure 28. Graph from Freund et al. [105] showing the dependence of tunneling current
and distance from the sample with low relative humidity (RH). There is no indication of
sharp onset of tunneling current due to the water layer. Right, same process in high RH
levels. There is the indication of the sudden jump in tunneling current when the probe
enters the adsorbed water layer.

Figure 29. Graph from Opitz et al. [106] showing the behavior of a typical tunneling
current approach curve at ambient conditions.
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Three regions seem to appear when an approaching and retracting curve is
performed with an STM at ambient conditions, the initial jump to electrical conduction,
the plateau and the finally the exponential increase in the tunneling current.
The probability of conductance is given by,
( 16 )

2𝑚𝜑
𝐼
−2𝑧√ 2
ℏ
=𝑒
𝑉

At ambient conditions the energy barrier cannot be directly related to the work
function of the surface, and equation ( 16 ) describes an ‘apparent barrier’.
From ( 16 ) we obtain,

Ln(𝐼) − Ln(𝑉) = −2𝑧√

2𝑚𝜑
ℏ2

𝜕Ln(𝐼) 𝜕 Ln(𝑉)
2𝑚𝜑
−
= −√ 2
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
ℏ

And finally
ℏ2 𝜕Ln(𝐼) 𝜕 Ln(𝑉) 2
[
−
] =𝜑
8𝑚 𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑧
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( 17 )

Entering the required values we have,

1 𝜕Ln(𝐼/𝑉) 2
]
1.025
𝜕𝑧

𝜑=[

( 18 )

with 𝜑 in eV and z expressed in angstroms[107].
The experimental barrier height 𝜑 calculated from the graph depends on the
properties of the water layer. It is also striking how our results show a continuous
increase on the tunneling current even after the tip has made contact with the surface
(as evidenced by SEM images taken after the process). However, in this thesis we are
mainly concerned with the exponential trend of the tunneling current as a technique to
determine the surface’s position (see APPENDIX C).
3.7

Probe fabrication and inspection
A 100 μm diameter Pt-Ir 10 % wire with 99.99 % purity was etched with a

solution of 12 g of calcium chloride dihydrate (CaCl2.2H2O), 35 ml of de-ionized water
(DI) and 15 ml of acetone. The acetone was added to minimize bubbling while etching. A
carbon rod inside a beaker acted as the cathode. The frequency of the AC etching
voltage was 60 Hz with. A preamplifier supplied the power from a signal generator.
Applied voltages ranged from 1 V to 1.5 V in amplitude and from a few milliamps to tens
of milliamps.
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A Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM) Hitachi S-4160
underwent major repairs after a systematic troubleshooting to provide the necessary
probe characterization.

Figure 30. Monitor screen of the Field Emission Scanning Electron
Microscope (FE-SEM) Hitachi S-4160 restored in our laboratory.

A LabVIEW acquisition program using a National Instruments acquisition card
was used to digitize the SEM images. The calibration of the SEM images was done by
imaging an AFM calibration grid with squares of 5μm side.
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Figure 31. SEM image of the AFM calibration grid used for calibration of the images. The edges
of the square were determined by taking the maximum peak in the case of a bright edge, and
halfway the slope for a dim edge.

Immediately after etching the Pt-Ir probes were submerged in DI water while
simultaneously placed in a sonicator. Right afterwards they were inserted in the FE-SEM
chamber and imaged. As an example, Figure 32 shows an etched Pt-Ir probe mounted
on a QTF ready to be used for and ARC.
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Figure 32. FE-SEM images of a test probe before the experiment. Right: The probe protrudes
approximately 70 μm from the edge of the tine of the QTF.
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CHAPTER 4
CALIBRATION and DRIFT CORRECTION
The WGAS-SANM QTF-SPM system was initially designed to perform
measurements in biological samples and to work in tandem with an optical inverted
microscope for near-field fluorescence microscopy applications, where many application
would require resolution in the 20 nm scale. The 20 nm mark was set by the minimum
near-field aperture size that can be fabricated (within a routine process). Hence, the
microscope stages were a bit relaxed from Angstrom precision measurements.
However, as the properties of the adsorbed water layer (involved in the near-field
imaging) appeared to influence the metrology capabilities of the system, the research
work evolved towards characterizing such a fluid-like layer. The thickness of this layer is
in the order of 6 nm scale (but could be smaller or greater depending on the humidity)
and the need of precise localization of the layer (ideally with sub-nanometer precision).
To work with this nm precision, this thesis focused its efforts to upgrade the sensitivity
of all sensing elements and developed protocols (inside its electronics controls) to
overcome the potential thermal drifts.
The MCL Nano-Z50HS piezo stage while having great time response and a large
range, lacks the necessary resolution for the noise level of the available driving voltage.
A simple calculation (dividing the full range of the input driving signal over the full
displacement range

20

𝑉

5𝑥 105 Å

) puts the equivalent noise of the driving signal at 40 μV
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peak to peak to obtain one angstrom precision. Keeping in mind that the maximum
resolution of the system is placed at exactly one angstrom by the manufacturer and that
to reach such levels a voltage divider arrangement would place the range of the piezo
stage at 660 nm (assuming a noise level of 3 mV for a regular driving signal).
This discussion leads us to the issue of thermal drift. The response of the stage to
thermal drift was not optimized beyond nanometer considerations. The rate of thermal
drift between the probe and sample has been measured to be in a range between 2 and
15 angstrom per second. Considering that the measurements could take several hours,
the amount of thermal drift can easily reach tens or even hundreds of nanometers. This
would put the 660 nm range discussed above within dangerous limits. An alternative for
position control was the use of piezotubes which have long been used in STM
measurements. Their sensitivity depends on their geometry and the mechanical load
placed on them. Their short range while a disadvantage, means that to obtain angstrom
resolution a noise level of a few millivolts is tolerable. In our case, our calibration
showed that a 1 mV peak to peak driving voltage is equivalent to a motion of 0.32 Å.
In this work we set to implement a low noise amplifier of gain 2 to solve the
driving voltage noise problem and a software correction technique to overcome the
thermal drift of the system. This drift compensation technique requires calibrating the
displacement of the PZT for hysteresis and creep. With this in mind, the feedback
mechanism is used along with the closed loop integrated Nano-Z50HS stage, with a
calibrated total range of 50,752 μm for the -10 V to +10 V range. The associated strain
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gauge has a total range of 0 V to +10 V. To drive the input we used the SR 560 from
Stanford Research with a low pass filter. This assures a precise driving of the NanoZ50HS stage. The strain gauge output is amplified with the instrumentation amplifier
INA127 form Texas Instruments. The gain of the circuit is 10 and the offset voltage is
controlled with the LabVIEW PZT calibration program from section 3.3.2.
The precision of the strain gauge measurement is given by 50,752 nm/10 V =
5,075.2 nm/V. After the differential amplifier the value is 1.97x10-3 V/nm. The 16 bit
analog input from the FPGA PCIe -7852R measures the voltage and the minimum
voltage value it can measure is 20/65,535 V = 0.3052 mV. A low pass digital filter was
implemented with a cut of frequency of 15 Hz and 4 th order Butterworth filter. A 0.3052
mV value from the amplified strain gauge is equivalent to 0.3052 mV / (0.00197 V/nm)
= 0.155 nm.
4.1

Calibration of PZT with feedback mode
Most commercial piezo stages use mechanical displacement multipliers to

achieve high precision displacement measurements. In this fashion capacitance sensors
and/or strain gauge sensors are adequate to measure sub-nanometer displacements,
providing the signal for the feedback control for their closed loop displacement systems.
Hysteresis and creep are always present in a PZT due to domain type structure inherent
in piezo materials. Charge actuators have proven to be more effective in correcting for
hysteresis[108] but its implementation requires appropriate circuitry. Here we use the
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feedback mechanism, a MCL closed loop control stage (Nano-Z50HS) and the FPGA
implementation to combine feedback and QTF precision to measure the real position of
the probe. The procedure includes three steps:
Step 1: Approaching the probe, which is mounted on the piezotube with a QTF as a
transducer (Figure 33), towards a sample securely placed on the MCL Z scanner. The
MCL scanner has a strain gauge that can determine the position of the stage with 0.16
nm precision (with our instruments, as seen in the previous section).
Step 2: The probe is maintained inside the adsorbed layer with a stable feedback
(determined by the error signal).
Step 3: Having the PZT coupled to the MCL Z stage through the probe in feedback, the
MCL is made to scan with constant velocity between an initial and final positions. There
is one trace moving forward and one moving backwards as shown in Figure 35.
Critical to the calibration technique is a proper feedback signal. Probes are prone
to change its interaction with the adsorbed layer and thus a stable feedback assures that
the distance is being approximately kept constant. Only the curves with a stable error
signal were selected for the calibration’s calculations. Since the SPM frame was
designed for imaging of objects in with dimensions in the microns, it was not optimized
for low drift when initially designed. As a consequence a significant drift (fraction of
nanometers per second) is caused by temperature changes, affecting the tip-sample
distance during the measurements.
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Figure 33. Experimental setup for the PZT calibration procedure.

Figure 34. Schematic representation of the PZT calibration process. When the
probe is in feedback, the PZT tracks the motion of the surface, which rests on a
comercial piezo-stage with closed loop positioning.
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Figure 35. Raw data of the PZT driving voltage in the calibration measurement
process. The beginning and ending values of the PZT driving voltage do not
coincide. As expected the system has drifted. Since the MCL piezostage
determines its position with closed loop control the cause of the discrepancy
must be thermal drift of the stage where the PZT is mounted on.

Results of the scanning motion of the MCL. The Y axis shows the driving voltage
of the PZT. Since the drift is approximately constant we can assume a constant change
in the position caused by it. If we subtract this position, 𝑣(𝑡)𝑡, and find the value of 𝑣(𝑡)
that will make the two ends of the curve coincide (which should be the results if drift is
not present) then we would have the average drift velocity. The corrected graph is
shown below.
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Figure 36. Hysteresis curve after the drift velocity correction.

From the calibration curve we can obtain the hysteresis curve to correct for the
position post-measurement. The fitted line is directly subtracted from the hysteresis
curve and a deformed ellipse is obtained. Instead of trying to fit the curve to a rotated
ellipse, the curve is fitted to a 3rd degree polynomial and the result is used for correcting
the position of the PZT using the driving signal. The hysteresis of the approach and
retraction parts are averaged. The somewhat irregular pattern of resultant curve may be
caused by a combination of small feedback oscillations, slight change in drift velocity,
hysteresis of the adsorbed layer and the lack of rotational operation before performing
the subtraction. Figure 37 shows the hysteresis curve after the fitted linear curve has
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been subtracted. This curve is then fitted with a polynomial curve to be used as the
correction factor (Figure 38).

Figure 37. Resulting curves obtained from substracting the fitted
linear curve from the experimental hysteresis curve. The average
of both curves is also shown.

With this fitted curve the position of the QTF is determined both in the extension
and the contraction. We calculated the displacement associated with the fitted linear
curve Figure 36. From the total voltage change, 17.65 V, we obtain 17.56/0.03065=
575.9 nm of total displacement during the measurement. Since the shape of the
hysteresis curve is approximately constant for low voltages (<100 V) the curve can be
proportionally fitted to any particular displacement length just by enlarging or reducing
the fitted hysteresis correction.
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Figure 38. Fitted curve of the average PZT hysteresis.

The goal of this calculation is not to provide an accurate function to describe the
hysteresis of the PZT. Instead it provides an approximate value of the error obtained
when we use the driving voltage as proportional to the position. Figure 37 shows that
the maximum displacement due to hysteresis is 14 nm per 575.9 nm. This provides an
over/under estimation of the position of 2.4 %. With this ratio we can estimate the error
when performing an approaching and retracting curve (ARC) of 10 nm in length,
resulting in 10 nm X 0.024=0.24 nm. In the case of a displacement of 100 nm the error in
the estimation is 2.4 nm. This calculations offers of course the case were feedback
effects are not considered, in which case the maximum displacement would be smaller
than 14 nm. Using both the average of the back and forth curves and the calibration
curve we obtain Figure 38.
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Another source of nonlinearity in piezo actuators is creep. It consists in the
increase of the PZT expansion or contraction after has finished its change and is held at
a constant value. The creep always increases in the direction of the change in applied
voltage[109]. Depending on the material creep can significantly affect a measurement.
We needed to know if is a factor while performing an approaching and retracting curve
(ARC).

Figure 39. Top: Frequency shift as control signal for feedback control.
The calibration driving signal of the piezotube is shown below. The
probe is in feedback after second 25 and it follows the drift of the
surface.

Figure 39 shows the drift estimation process. Around the fifteenth second the probe is
approaching towards the adsorbed layer and at approximately twenty-fifth second
settles into the position were the control signal reaches the predetermined setpoint
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inside the adsorbed layer (around -160 mHz) achieving feedback. While the probe is in
feedback the driving voltage remains approximately constant, and the control signal
(frequency shift) drops to a value of -160 mHz (setpoint). The average value of the PZT
driving voltage is recorded.

Figure 40. Same positioning curve showing the moment when the probe
enters in contact with the surface. The effect of creep, while in feedback, is
expected to bring the probe closer to the sample showing a decrease in the
control signal (in an attempt to pull away from the surface) but this behavior
is not observed. The slow downward change is attributed to thermal drift.

For this purpose a portion of the drift correction in one of the experimental ARC process
was analyzed. There are a few observations from Figure 41. First, after contact, the PZT
starts following the surface motion. However both the creep and the drift should be
included in the final motion of the probe. This is the reason why instead of just
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calculating the slope from one measurement the drift correction process involves two
independent measurements of the position in feedback and taking the average position
in both instances.

Figure 41. Same PZT positioning curve from Figure 39 and Figure 40. The
voltage variation (peak to peak uncertainty in the position) is roughly 1 Å.

Another important feature is the uncertainty in the voltage signal (already
multiplied by the calibration performed with the hysteresis fitting). It represents a
variation of approximately 1 angstrom. This results validates the claim of atomic
resolution in the position. The feedback process requires a signal to have the
appropriate S/N ratio and bandwidth. For the driving PZT signal to be able to hold the
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position of the PZT under conditions of surface interactions, both the control signal and
the actuator response need to have a low and comparable SNR.
Another issue is the time response. Below are the MCL’s strain gauge signal
(which represents the real position) and the PZT driving voltage (while in feedback).
Both signals have the same slope (when corrected for hysteresis) and overall behavior
but the PZT curve is displaced about 122 ms to the right. This delay could come from
either the feedback signal or the PZT response.
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Figure 42. Signal from the strain gauge, showing the change in the
position of the MCL piezo-stage while in feedback.
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However, if we look at the simultaneously measured control signal in Figure 44, it takes
about 110 ms for the control signal to reach the setpoint. This means that the
approximate PZT time response is about 12 ms.
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Figure 43. Driving signal of the PZT, while in feedback. The curves show
that there is a delay of 122 ms for a velocity of 4 nm/s. The actual
experiments were performed with a 2 nm/s velocity approach which would
amount to about 61 ms between the actual changes in the position.

If we consider that at a velocity of 2nm/s, which is the average velocity used in
our experiments, 12 ms corresponds to a traveled distance of approximately 0.25
angstroms then it can be safely assumed that the PZT does not play a significant role in
any distortion that appears in the measurements. More significant are the time
response of the frequency shift signal.
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Figure 44. Signal of the feedback error signal for the calibration process. The
graph shows the time response of the frequency shift signal. It is around 100
ms, which was intentionally tuned to have the greatest precision at the cost
of time response. This means that only approximately 12 ms correspond to
the PZT response time.

4.2

Approaching and retracting curves operation
In a regular mode the approaching and retracting control program (ARCP)

initiates by approaching the surface at a predetermined velocity. After the control signal
changes 0.5 % or less in full range value, the system retracts the probe and performs the
approach and retraction curve. In drift control mode the program uses feedback with a
series of controlled approaches and retractions to calculate the drift.
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Figure 45. The process of approaching and retracting curves (ARC). After the air-fluid
interface is found, (approaching the surface with 5 nm/s speed), a fast retraction follows
and then the actual ARC is performed. When the acquisition is finished the tip is retracted
and the cycle starts again.

The ARC program includes a drift correction routine which corrects the values of
the velocities to account for a constant drift velocity. It also includes Direct Memory
Allocation (DMA) for the data transfer, optimizing the data acquisition without
interfering with the control process.
Let us examine the process of an approach and retract curve. First, the probe is
mechanically placed above the desired region. With the help of the camera a rough
approach is made. The reflection of the QTF on the sample, caused by the relative
smoothness of the surface, helps finding the appropriate position. Normally the probe is
placed around 3 to 4 times the probes diameter. When this conditions are met, press
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the approach button. The approach process, will try and find the surface by approaching
certain amount of steps with the stepper motor and then approaching with the PZT. If it
does not find the surface the stepper motor approaches again. The distance traveled in
each step with the help of the stepper motor has to be equal or less than the full range
of the PZT, of course.
Reaching the surface, means that the signal from the QTF (whether it is
frequency shift, amplitude or phase) changes to a predetermined setpoint (this is the
main parameter typed by the user). Immediately after the surface is reached the surface
retracts by a certain distance (this is the second parameter introduced by the user). The
approach starts again, this time with a lower velocity. This portion is called ‘Fine
Approach’. Another setpoint will be reached (this the third parameter) and the software
will retract the probe, and this is termed the ‘Fine Retraction’. When the signal returns
to the value it had before any interaction with the surface (signal at ‘infinity’) there is
another sudden retraction to assure total breakage between the probe and sample
interactions.
4.3

Drift Compensation Mode
The drift compensation mechanism uses the feedback control of the SPM to

keep a constant distance from the sample. Thus any change in the position of the PZT
within a small time period can be determined (drift). The process is done before every
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curve and improves the precision of the measurement, filtering out thermal drift from
the stage where the sample rests.

Figure 46. Procedure to estimate the value of the drift. After finding the surface and
retracting (initial position) the feedback is turned on and the tip will approach the sample,
stay in the predetermined feedback distance and the average value is recorded. Then the
tip is moved to a known constant position away from the surface. Finally the tip is moved
back into feedback and the position recorded again. If there were no drift, both initial and
final positions would be equal, but because of the drift the difference is different than zero.
Since the time between the two events is known, the calculation of the drift velocity is
straightforward.

The equation for the estimation in the process shown in Figure 46 is,

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

[𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛]
(𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘)
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑

Next we will describe the frequency modulation technique in more detail.
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CHAPTER 5
FREQUENCY MODULATION in the WGAS-SANM QTF-SPM
In terms of its scientific application in scanning probe microscopy (SPM) systems,
frequency modulation (FM) decouples the probe’s interaction forces (for appropriate
quality factor (Q) values and initial phase settings[110]). In terms of SPM control, FM
can be described as a proportional-integral (PI) loop embedded within another to
control the phase between QTF’s driving voltage and measured voltage response. Lastly,
in terms of the mathematical analysis of the single harmonic oscillator, FM provides an
𝜋

extra condition (90° out of phase with the driving signal or 𝑥 = 𝑥0 𝑒 −𝑖 2 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡 as we saw in
chapter 2) which produces the two equations for calculating 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 and 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 of the probe’s
motion (Appendix A).
This chapter takes a closer look at the FM’s technical details. The core of a FM
system (as well as of lock-in amplifiers) is the phase-lock loop (PLL). The PLL is the
general name for a circuit that demodulates an oscillating signal of initial frequency f M
by ‘locking’ its phase to the reference phase of another signal from an internal
generator (called Voltage Controlled Oscillator or VCO). When this happens the phase
between both signals remains constant. The output of the PLL is proportional to this
constant phase (in the form of a DC voltage), which also turns out to be proportional to
the frequency difference because is directly driving the VCO. In fact it is proportional to
Δf=fM-f0, where f0 is the center frequency of the VCO.
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5.1

Frequency modulation
In a lock-in amplifier, the PLL tracks the external reference frequency fed into the

lock-in. Lock-in amplifiers are widely used in amplitude modulation SPM (AM-SPM)
configurations.

Figure 47. Schematic of an amplitude modulated SPM. There is only one feedback
loop (thick arrows), which is used to control the probe-sample distance. PID stands
for proportional-integral-differential, although in SPM application the differential
gain is set to zero resulting in only PI control.

In traditional AM-SPM the signal coming from the QTF 𝐴 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑀 𝑡 + 𝜙𝑀 ) is
analyzed with a lock-in amplifier which provides the amplitude R, that in turn feeds the
PI stage. The excitation voltage 𝐴 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑅 𝑡 + 𝜙𝑅 ) driving the QTF in this case is constant
in frequency and amplitude and serves both to drive the QTF and as a reference to the
signal demodulator (SD).
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Figure 48. The new feedback loop for FM-SPM includes a feedback inner loop
(double line arrows) to keep the phase constant at 90 degrees.

A frequency modulation SPM (FM-SPM) configuration is obtained by adding a
feedback mechanism between the SD (lock-in, PLL or phase detector) and the QTF
excitation signal. A phase difference (𝜙𝑀 − 𝜙𝑅 ) is introduced between the excitation
signal and the measured signal as variable to be controlled, by adding an embedded
feedback loop which sole purpose is to keep that difference constant at 90 degrees. The
new setup (Figure 48) of the FM-SPM will still include the SD, only this time the phase
difference will be used. The purpose of the new embedded feedback (double line
arrows) is to keep the phase set to a constant value (90 degrees). The signal coming
from the QTF probe 𝐴 𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑀 𝑡 + 𝜙𝑀 ) is processed by the signal demodulator.
Depending on the phase detector of the signal demodulator (SD) the output could be
proportional to the phase 𝐾𝜙 or proportional to 𝐾𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝜙) when the signal is in lock. For
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simplicity here we use the 𝐾𝜙 as the output. This signal is now the feed into the phase
control PID that will try to keep it as close as it can to a setpoint value (90 degrees). In
doing so, the input to the phase control loop VCO will be proportional to the frequency
shift necessary to keep the phase at that value. This signal is the Δf R that will feed the
external PID loop, called here Frequency Control PID.
In this thesis we use the standalone Nanonis PLL module: the OC-4 system. A
more accurate FM description of this system can be drafted by using block diagrams. WE
first start with the block contained in the OC-4 module.

Figure 49. The signal demodulating block. It is physically located inside the
OC-4 system. An additional external pre-amplifier was included between the
QTF and the SC & DM input (section 3.2.1).

A first block is used to demodulate the signal measured from the QTF, called
here the signal conditioning and demodulation module (SC&DM). It amplifies and filters
the QTF’s signal, process it and it outputs signal’s main parameters, namely phase,
frequency and amplitude. Another important block inside the OC-4 is the signal
generating block (VCO DDS). It stands for the voltage control oscillator discussed above.
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However, current systems use digital counterparts called direct digital synthesizers
(DDS) blocks. We include both terms to clarify its origin. The VCO DDS receives the
demodulated information from the SC&DM block and generates the signal used for both
the QTF’s excitation, and for external synchronization.

Figure 50. Signal generating block (voltage control oscillator). It
drives the frequency changes when the system is in frequency
modulation (FM) mode.

The final part contained in the OC-4 is the PID module that process the signal
and responds to maintain the control parameter (phase for FM) close to a predetermined value (not shown). Its output is the part of the loop that controls the tip
sample distance by sending a signal to the piezoelectric positioning system. The output
is called the ‘control signal’. The complete SPM diagram is shown in Figure 52. The
diagram also includes the user interface (UI) and the data acquisition (DA) modules. The
thick lines show the SPM control feedback loop path. The green thick arrow shows the
path of the main (only) loop for the amplitude modulation scheme. The UI and DA
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blocks are I/O channels for parameters and data transfer, but do not intervene in the
system’s real time control.

Figure 51. Simple PID block receiving control parameter for the probesample distance feedback.

Figure 52. Block diagram of the SPM amplitude modulation (AM-SPM).
Notice a single PID loop, the QTF probe-sample distance control.
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Frequency modulation is a modification of the system described above with the
purpose of increase the control over the parameters of the probe’s motion. In the AM
scheme the amplitude of the QTF is passively measured to feed the feedback system. In
contrast the FM scheme seeks to control the oscillation of the probe itself by adding PID
loops to the excitation loop that has remained open in the AM diagram. By adding a PID
block in between the SC&DM block the closed loop for the QTF excitation is
implemented. Figure 53 shows in dashed lines the path that corresponds to the
excitation closed loop.

Figure 53. The dashed line shows the addition of an inner PID loop
that takes care of the QTF excitation. As opposed to AM scheme the
FM scheme actively controls the QTF’s amplitude, phase and
frequency.
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The same route could be taken with the phase (φ) signal. Tracing the loop
starting at the phase output from the SC & DM instead of the amplitude (A) output. In
this new configuration the phase and φ and A signals are kept ‘constant’ (around a fixed
value, with their stability depending on their particular PID parameters). This is rather
valuable and its importance should not be overlooked. In physics, a theory has greater
value when it can express several independent variables related through a constant
(energy conservation, angular momentum conservation). By adding the ability to keep
the φ and A signals almost constant (or within a small value range) we can interpret the
results through more simplified equations. As explained before, when the phase
difference between the input (excitation) signal and the output signal is kept at 90
degrees, the system is in natural resonance. As a result we can keep the excitation of
the QTF at its resonant frequency, within certain limits, as will be seen in chapter 6.
5.2

Frequency shift as control signal
The frequency shift has showed unmatched reliability as a signal control

provided the QTF, with the attached probe, has a high Q value and a carefully tuned PID
values for the phase control. It is used as the control signal in all of the experiments
performed in this thesis.
In order to quantify the time response of the proposed FM-WGAS, a tip was
brought into the interaction region of a clean silicon sample, until the amplitude
reached 50 % of its maximum amplitude. A sudden upwards step motion of the tip was
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performed (‘tip position’ curve in Figure 55) with the tip still remaining inside the water
layer.

Figure 54. Drift experimental evaluation using FM mode with the frequency
shift as the control signal. The two upper lines (blue) are the drift slope while
in feedback and the lower line (red) is the average calculated by the ARCP.

Figure 55. Step motion inside the interaction region showing the difference
in time response between FM and AM.
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The corresponding change in amplitude (from 50 % to 70 % of its signal),
frequency shift, and position were recorded simultaneously. The time response of the
amplitude signal (not shown) is 85 ms and the one from the frequency shift signal is 2.5
ms.

Figure 56. Time response of the frequency shift used in the approaching and retracting
curves (ARC). The time constant has been increased in order to improve SNR of the
frequency shift signal.

5.3

Acoustic sensor to determine the real amplitude variation
QTF sensors, as discussed in chapter 1, produce two signals. One caused by the

oscillation of the piezoelectric nature of the quartz and the other by a capacitance signal
originating in the separation between electrodes and electrical connectors. Capacitance
compensation circuits have been used[76] to cancel the extra signal that distorts the
frequency response and complicates the evaluation of the oscillation amplitude.
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Here we used the oscillations on the metallic SPM head which act as a cavity,
and the oscillations are proportional to oscillations of the QTF. In this manner, while in
constant amplitude mode we were able to detect the real change in amplitude despite
the efforts of the OC-4. This was due to the fact that the impedance increases with
frequency and thus its contribution to the total signal varies, causing a effective
decrease of the amplitude. This is shown in Figure 57.

Figure 57. The change in the contribution of the contact capacitance and the RLC circuit to the
QTF signal. As the resonant frequency of the system shifts to the right, the capacitance increases
its contribution to the measured signal.
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CHAPTER 6
CHARACTERIZATION of MESOSCOPIC FLUID-LIKE FILMS UNDER CONFINEMENT.
APPROACH AND RETRACTION CURVES PERFORMED on HOPG, MICA and HYDROGEN
TERMINATED SILICON.
Approaching and retracting curves (ARC) record the interactions affecting the probe
during its journey towards the sample. As discussed in previous sections, by
simultaneously measuring the acoustic and electrical response of the probe-sample
contact we gather multiple signals looking for cross-correlations in the different regimes
of the confinement process. In this context, the tunneling current is used to narrow the
region where the mechanical contact between the probe and sample occurs.
In chapter 2 we learned that the ARCP performs the approach until it reaches a predetermined setpoint of the control signal. Systematically approaching the probe
towards the sample in successive steps, each one deeper than the previous (i.e. first
approaching until the control signal decreases by, for example, 10 % and retract
immediately; subsequently approaching until the signal decreases by 20 %, etc.) we
assure the tip wetting process is smooth and incremental, leading to stable curves.
Increasing the driving force improves S/N ratio but also increases the area of interaction
and layer disturbance. The SNR for the QTF is 54 dB and 40dB for the WGAS signal.
From the curve’s results, the layer seems to act as a dissipation channel, with the
contact induced meniscus formation increasing the coupling between probe and
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sample. In addition, the first set of curves in Mica and HOPG consistently display
different features than subsequent ones. One such feature is that in the first approaches
the sudden and small jump in the shear force when contacting the adsorbed layer leads
to no signal of the SANM. An explanation may lie in the slow time response of the
mesoscopic fluid layer adsorbed to the substrate which is unable to form a meniscus
around the probe (increasing the mechanical coupling). In addition after the first
approaches, there is material transfer between the layer adsorbed to the sample and
the and the one on the surface of the probe. The increase affinity between both
surfaces may lead to better conditions for the generation of sound.
The dissipation and elastic shear forces are calculated from the WGAS signal unless
otherwise specified. Similarly, every current measurement is expressed in nA. All signals
are locked to the driving signal of the QTF, with the driving frequency at any given time
is 𝑓0 = ∆𝑓0 + 𝑓00 , with 𝑓00 being the frequency with the QTF away from the adsorbed
layer, or center frequency. The lock-in detection for every measurement has a time
constant of 0.2 ms (777 Hz cut off frequency).
The position of the contact with the sample is not yet entirely clear. Despite having
strong indications given primarily by the tunneling current and correlations with other
signals, a thorough explanation is not yet available due to the observed complex
behavior that further experiments need to address.
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6.1

Highly Ordered Pyrolitic Graphite (HOPG)

6.1.A Sample Preparation
A SPI-2 grade 7 mm X 7 mm x 1 mm HOPG sample from SPI supplies (equivalent to the
ZYB grade from other manufacturers) was secured with carbon conductive tape to a 10
cm silicon square taken from a 150 mm silicon wafer. Thin copper wires were used for
connection to a bracket with BNC connectors placed near the SPM stage. From there,
BNC coaxial cables connected the sample to the SR570 from Stanford Research for
amplification and subsequently to the SR 850 lock-in amplifier from Stanford Research.
The sample was cleaved with scotch tape until the area of the flake removed in one
cleave covered at least half of the HOPG square, ensuring a large flat and clean area.
The SPM head was mounted immediately afterwards, placing the probe right above the
flat area on the HOPG. This procedure takes between 20 to 40 minutes and the coarse
approach process that brings the probe tens of nanometers form the interfacial layer,
takes between 60 to 90 minutes at a velocity of 4-5 nm/s. The ARCs take an average of 2
minutes to perform, including the drift calculation, depending on the layer thickness and
the quality of the control signal.
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6.1.B Probing in the low interaction forces regime (up to 5 nN)
The approach and retraction curves (ARC) performed on HOPG utilize the WGAS as the
probe’s oscillation amplitude control signal (for comparison purposes, the QTF signal is
recorded as well). For the results reported in this section, the following parameters
were used: Q=5,774, oscillating amplitude of 26 nm, center resonance frequency 𝑓00 of
31804 Hz, relative humidity 35 ± 1 % and a temperature of 26° Celsius. The tip used for
this process is shown in Figure 58. The driving force, calculated with equation ( 12 ), is
117 nN.

Figure 58. Tip used for the studies of the HOPG sample, interrogating the
interaction forces in the lower range domain (below 2 nN). The apex has a
radius of approximately 50 nm. FE-SEM image taken using 10 kV
accelerating voltage and 5 μA emission current.
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Figure 59. SEM image of the probe mounted on a QTF. The distance from
the edge of the tine is 109 μm and the radius at the base is 15 μm.

6.1.C Case: first approaches
Figure 60 through Figure 64 show the different traces obtained during one of the first
ARCs taken following the procedure outlined in the previous section. The 0 Å marks the
point at which the force was approximately 5 nN and the ARC process stopped. From
here on when discussing the location of the probe, we will follow the labels of the
corresponding graphs, but it is assumed that the indicated positions are given relative to
the end of the ARC process. In this approach curve, the elastic force, the tunneling
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current and the dissipation display a sudden change at the 100 Å mark, the point
intepreted as the location where the probe encounters the air-layer interface.
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Figure 60. Top: Approaching and retracting curves of one of the first
approaches on the HOPG surface, showing hysteresis. Bottom: Approach only.
The vertical line around the 100 Å mark indicates contact with the adsorbed
layer. The tunneling current keeps increasing after the jump while the elastic
shear force remains constant. The 0 Å mark indicates the end of the ARC.
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Figure 61. The WGAS amplitude, normalized in percentage value, and the
normalized SANM amplitude. The normalization factor is the amplitude of
oscillation of the QTF, i.e. the WGAS amplitude signal (see Figure 62 ). The vertical
line marks the onset of probe-layer interaction.

Notice how all signals register the jump in interaction at the same position.
According to previous reported experiments of STM at ambient conditions, this jump
indicates initial contact with the layer [105], [106]. In the next 50 Å the probe moves
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closer to the surface (Figure 60), the elastic force remains constant while the current
increases. The elastic force peak to peak noise floor is about 0.3 nN. After remaining
constant the elastic force starts to change linearly at the 30 Å mark reaching 5 nN at the
end of the ARC. In the retracting curves (top section of Figure 60) the layer’s viscosity
and meniscus formation causes hysteresis, causing the elastic force to remain different
from zero for another 100 Å past the initial point of interfacial contact detected durgin
the approach. Regarding the SANM amplitude, the normalization calculation is only
relevant when there is confirmation of probe-sample coupling, which occurred in this
case (Figure 62).
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Figure 62. Comparison between the un-normalized (left) and normalized (right) SANM
signals. Each data point on the normalized trace is obtained by dividing the un-normalized
value by the corresponding probe’s amplitude (the WGAS signal).

In this case, the normalization process allows comparing the strength of the
acoustic signal engendered at different probe-sample distances by assuming they were
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caused by a constant QTF amplitude. Figure 62 shows both the normalized and unnormalized SANM amplitude. Figure 62 also shows the WGAS amplitude registering the
jump when contacting the layer and the SANM amplitude seems to appear 50 Å after
the initial elastic shear force experienced a change as seen in Figure 60.
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Figure 63. Top: ARC showing hysteresis of the dissipation force and SANM
phase. Bottom: The vertical line, signals contact with the layer.
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The SANM phase is unstable, oscillating with an amplitude of almost 200°, before
there is an elastic interaction with the probe as revealed in Figure 63. However, after
contact with the layer the signal starts to settle, decreasing (lagging) to a value of about
-340° (Figure 63).

Probe at 10 mV ac bias

Figure 64. Retraction curves of all signals. The vertical line shows the change in the slope of
the elastic force. However the change equivalent to the initial jump does not appear. This is
considered evidence of viscous character of the adsorbed layer. The tunneling current is in nA.
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This is one of the features of the SANM integrated SPM used in this ARCs. The
SANM phase is a measure of the relative phase between the adsorbed layer, and as the
probe continues to approach the sample, the sample itself. The phase changes are
related to dissipation channels[78], according to the single harmonic oscillator (SHO)
model. Figure 63 shows the SANM phase signal along with the dissipation force.
It takes approximately 70 Å after the interfacial contact for the SANM phase to
reach a stable value. The dissipation force signal seems to slightly increase during the
period after initial contact and follows an exponential behavior described in Karrai et
al.[75].
While the elastic does not show a clear exponential behavior between 100 Å and
30 Å as the dissipation signal does (two well defined slopes, first flat and then linear)
this behavior correlates well with the SANM amplitude. The results of the retraction
curves show how the meniscus formation (Figure 64) causes a smooth transition when
the probe leaves the adsorbed layer. The large discontinuity in the retracting tunneling
current (around 150 Å mark) is thought to be caused by the adsorbed material found on
the probe in Figure 58. The elastic shear force reach a somewhat flat response after
retracting to the 50 Å mark. The dissipation signal, however, continues its seemingly
exponential change until it has reached the 200 Å mark.
Figure 65 shows the correlation between the frequency shift and both the elastic
force and the SANM signal.
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Figure 65. Left: Comparison between the SANM amplitude and the frequency shift for the
first approach process obtained after peeling off the HOPG layer. Right: Comparison
between the frequency shift of the WGAS signal and the elastic force.

The elastic force is calculated from the frequency shift with equation ( 8 ) and at
low dissipation forces, the elastic force pattern is dominated by the frequency shift. In
the next section we will analize the curves after the hysteresis becomes negligible.
6.1.D Case: subsequent approaches
As the ARCs continue, the curves increase their reproducibility. Figure 66 shows
this transition where, as opposed from the initial approaches, almost no hysteresis is
observed. There is a subtle indication of hysteresis at the 40 Å mark (from the arbitrary
zero) in the case of the elastic force, however, which may indicate slight probe (or
sample) deformation. Otherwise, the lack of hysteresis for the rest of the curve indicates
an elastic process between probe and sample with no evidence of probe or surface
plastic deformation involved in the ARC process at this time.
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Figure 66. After several trials the ARCs start displaying no hysteresis in
their interacting forces. The vertical line at around 150 Å indicates
interactions at the air-layer interface. Notice the existence of elastic force
interaction 50 Å before there is a tunneling signal. The vertical line around
90 Å indicates a transition to solid-like interactions.

Further, the interaction region is longer possibly caused by increased contact area
brought about by probe deformation from previous ARCs which increases the distance
from the sample at which the interaction starts[75]. Another important feature is the
plateau observed in the tunneling current between the 50 Å and the arbitrary zero. The
decrease of the tunneling signal marks its saturation, and the cessation of its
exponential trend. Thus the vertical line at approximately the 90 Å mark is a strong
indication of a different interaction medium, probably of probe sample-contact.
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Figure 67. The SANM amplitude increases before the onset of tunneling
current by

approximately 30 Å. A correlation between this SANM

amplitude and elastic force is observed.
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Figure 68. Dissipation force curve showing a marked increase in dissipation
as the SANM phase becomes stable. The dissipation is now larger than the
elastic force. A sign of medium change (or probe deformation) is seen
around the 50 Å mark of the dissipation curve.
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All signals, with the exception of the tunneling current (which starts its change at
140 Å) start to change their behavior around 180 Å and then at around 100 Å from the
arbitrary zero. A third transition (more evident in the dissipation curve) occurs around
50 Å. One possibility is that the first transition indicates the layer contact, the second
evidence of a change in the behavior of the layer from liquid-like to solid-like properties
and the third represents probe-sample direct contact. We show next the analysis of the
subsequent 4 curves.

6.1.E Analysis of subsequent approaches.
After performing several approaches the curves become very stable (i.e. become very
similar among each other), which justifies to analyze their average response. The
absence of hysteresis (Figure 69) which is evidence of a conservative (elastic)
interaction, even in the event of contact with the surface it is evidence of elastic probe
modification (bending). We take this behavior as indicating that the probe is mostly
intact and no plastic deformation occurs, as opposed to later curves (not presented
here) were the hysteresis is present and is attributed to plastic deformation due to an
increased proba-sample contact area.
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Figure 69. The ARCs show a repeatable pattern after severa cycles.
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Figure 70. The SANM amplitude and the dissipation curve showing different
inflexion regions. While the SANM amplitude displays a sharp change in the slope,
the dissipation force has an exponential behavior (as will be seen in section 6.1.F)
around the 130 Å mark.
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Figure 71. SANM amplitude and elastic force showing a remarkable correlation.
Similar to the SANM (and contrary to the dissipation in Figure 70) the elastic curve
has a sharp change: its slope is constant before and after the transition at around
130 Å.
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Figure 72. The WGAS amplitude shows a long interaction range of about 450
Å after several ARCs. The tunneling current does not present a clear air-layer
transition, but its linear exponential behavior starts at the 360 Å mark. The
vertical lines mark different transition points for the tunneling current.
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Figure 73. The SANM phase changes by approximately 90 degrees. The change
correlates well with the start of the exponential behavior of the dissipation
force. The vertical lines follow the transitions observed in the tunneling
current (Figure 72) showing weakly (but existent) correlations.

The SANM phase shows a smooth transition from around the 140 Å mark until
the 50 Å mark where it reaches a plateau. This coincides with the interaction transitions
observed in the tunneling current curve and the dissipation force curves (Figure 72Figure 73). Relatively high currents (Figure 72) are unavoidable because the bias voltage
is also the QTF excitation voltage and, since it determines the SNR of the control signal
(frequency shift), it cannot be arbitrarily decreased. We will discuss this effect in more
detail at the end of section 6.1.H.
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6.1.F Viscous and elastic behavior
It has been reported in the literature that the interaction elastic constant 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 of
the QTF, when performing ARC on graphite, presents an exponential behavior when the
assumed frictional drag force is proportional to velocity[75]. In this reported study[75],
despite being performed in vaccum conditions (6 x 10-7 Torr) it was concluded that
adsorbed molecules may have remained on both the probe and sample’s surfaces. In
our results the first approach shows this exponential behavior, accounting for the
viscous nature of the layer. Solid-solid interactions, however, will display a different
behavior.
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Figure 74. Comparison between the elastic force initial and subsequent
curves. The force starts from longer distances as the number ARCs increases, in
agreement with the higher interaction distances experienced with higher radii
probes[75].
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Figure 75. The same case occurs with the dissipation force. These curves
present a higher curvature radius, when compared to the elastic force.

The friction force is proportional to the normal load, thus increasing linearly with
distance in the absence of probe bending (compliance). Such a change in behavior
provides then information necessary to compare the change in forces with the signal of
the SANM. It has been argued[75] that the dominating drag force in this process is not a
direct solid-solid contact nor a friction force that depends on the normal force. Our
calculations seem to corroborate that claim. The slopes of the logharithm of the elastic
force and dissipation force change indicate the characteristic behavior of elastic and
dissipation forces measured in vaccum[75].
Figure 76 shows that the logarithm of the 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 is linear from the initial contact
up to 70 Å into the adsorbed layer. After this mark the curve diverges and losses
linearity. This behavior also appears in the logarithm of the dissipation constant (right).
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Figure 76. Top: Elastic and dissipation forces. Notice the difference in the inflexion.
Bottom. Natural logarithm of the 𝑘 and 𝑏 for the subsequent curves. Both slops are
constant for a short between 100 Å and 50 Å. Below 50 Å, the behavior of both 𝑘 and 𝑏 is
linear (and thus the natural logarithm arcs at that point). It is an indication of elastic
contact between probe and sample as seen in nano-indentation processes.

6.1.G Discussion about the phase of the SANM
When the probe is still far from the sample the lock-in amplifier detects a
background signal (generated by the QTF tines). This far away signal is smaller that what
the probe-layer interaction is during the ARC, but is strong enough that the SANM phase
is weakly locked with the phase of the motion of the QTF. Let us remember that at
resonance the phase of the motion is at 90° out of phase from the driving motion. Since
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the lock-in measuring the SANM signal is locked with the drving signal (in phase), the
moment the signal from the near field interaction surpasses that of the far field, a
transition should be observed with the SANM sensor, specifically the SANM phase.
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Figure 77. Change in phase from the SANM acoustic sensor at the onset of
mechanical coupling from the probe. The noisy signal before interaction is due
to the weakly locked phase between the SANM sensor and the QTF.

This is shown in Figure 77. The phase transition starts the moment the probe initiates its
interaction with the layer. At this point SANM amplitude does not increase dramatically
despite being in contact with the layer. The SANM amplitude increasea when the
mechanical coupling is strong enough to act as a dissipation channel.
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6.1.H Discussion about the SANM amplitude and the elastic shear force
The correlation found between the SANM signal and the elastic force indicates a
mechanical coupling through a mechanical channel proportional to the displacement (or
and inertial drag force) and not the velocity which would imply a viscous nature.
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Figure 78. Comparison between the SANM amplitude and the dissipation force
for the first process with no hysteresis (transition curve). The SANM and
dissipation force signals show different trends.

The correlation between the frequency shift and the SANM amplitude is also worth
mentioning since we directly measure the frequency shift and the elastic force is
calculated afterwards. Figure 80 shows this correlation. The frequency shift, at low
forces, determines the trend of the elastic force.
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Figure 79. The correlation between the SANM amplitude and the elastic force of
the transition curve.
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process are show in Figure 66 through Figure 68.
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The tunneling current levels (200 nA - 1000 nA) used in the curves analyzed are
similar to those used in the work of Hahn et al.[111]. However, the effects of hundreds
of nanoamperes of current may contribute with forces caused by capacitance effects
that have been linked to classical dipole induced forces[112]–[114], quantum effects of
the sample’s local density of states and the charge leakage by tunneling current in AC
measurements[115]. Additionally, heating effects may contribute to deformation of the
probe and contribute to the increase of the contact area. These forces may account for
the deviations from the exponential trend shown in the analyzed curves.
The point at which this deformation starts to significantly affect the
measurements is still not clear. We speculate this size effect starts to have a
predominant role after the transition curves discussed above. Several curves taken after
the curves analyzed here (we only present the first 10 curves from a total of a 100 taken
with the same probe) showed huge hysteresis in their dissipation forces, hinting at a
major change in the probe sample interaction that we associate with an enlarged
contact area. Finally, in order to minimize these effects the next step would consist in
decoupling the bias voltage of the tunneling current from the excitation of the QTF[116],
both currently provided by the same contact point.
6.1.I

Section conclusions

The ARCs on freshly cleaved HOPG show multiple correlations between the SANM and
WGAS signals. They point towards different interacting mediums (identified as specific
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slopes in the curves) as the probe approaches the surface. Indications of probe
deformation were also observed, such as increased interaction distance and change in
the exponential behavior of the dissipation force. Heating, capacitance and dipole
effects due to the tunneling current may affect the interacting forces, but their
contributions have not been yet determined. The SANM phase correlates very well with
the transitions observed in the elastic and dissipation forces, presenting an in
dependent confirmation of change in the interacting medium. Finally, the elastic force
shows a strong correlation with the SANM signal, suggesting it as the main dissipation
channel responsible for the mechanical coupling with sample.

6.2

Mica
Muscovite mica is a silicate crystal which present remarkable cleaving properties

and an atomically flat surface. These properties make it suitable for adsorbed water
layer experiments. Different groups have used SPM to analyze the adsorbed layer on
mica at ambient conditions[117]–[120]. Despite being a commonly known hydrophilic
surface, studies in muscovite mica have shown that the adsorbed water layer at ambient
conditions has between 1 and 5 monomolecular layers[106], [118], [121], [122]. Apart
from its hydrophilic properties, the nature of the water adsorption on mica remains a
challenging subject.
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Figure 81. Probe used for the mica approach process.

6.2.A Sample preparation
A grade v1 mica disc from Ted Pella was cleaved with a sharp knife and placed on the
surface of the SANM sensor using vacuum grease as a mechanical coupler. There were
no electrical connections for this sample. After this point all procedures were similar to
those followed for the HOPG sample. In this experiment the QTF is used as the control
signal, since mica has the thinnest adsorbed layer of the three samples analyzed[106],
[118], it requires the maximum sensitivity available in our system. The freshly mounted
probe used in this process is shown in Figure 81.
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6.2.B Initial approaches
While still recording the SANM signal, the control signal used in this process is the QTF’s.
The parameters of the probe and the conditions are Q=5893, peak amplitude of 18 nm,
resonance frequency of 32021 Hz, relative humidity 35±1 % and a temperature of 27°
Celsius. The probe’s parameters are: probe radius of approximately 80 nm, a base radius
of 5.7 μm and a protruding length of 35 μm from the edge of the QTF’s tine. The driving
force is calculated to be 80 nN, according to equation ( 12 ).
The first approach with a velocity of 5 nm/s assures that the first contact does not
reduce the oscillation amplitude in more than 30 % and 400 mHz in frequency shift.
One of the first controlled approaches is shown in Figure 82. The viscosity increases the
forces involved in the retraction by about 5 times. This is consistent with adhesion
measurements performed on mica and SiO2[119] where mica showed a comparatively
higher adhesion forces. There is also an oscillation pattern found in every initial curve,
which will be discussed later. The interaction layer seems to be about 15 Å before the
frequency modulation losses its phase-lock. As explained in chapter 5, the phase
between probe excitation and probe motion is maintained at 90° by a PID loop. If the
phase difference changes too fast (due to the change in force interaction between
probe and layer (or sample) the PID cannot react fast enough and the signal stops
tracking the phase. This sudden jump is observed right before the arbitrary zero in
Figure 82.
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Figure 82. The first ARC on mica in air. Open markers are the retraction curves. The oscillating
pattern repeats every 5 Å approximately. Right before the zero both signals increase suddenly
indicating the end of the frequency modulation regime.

As in the case of the HOPG sample, there is a region of constant elastic force right after
the initial contact with the layer. The interaction region lasts for 15 Å before the signal
increases approximately 5-fold, falling out of frequency modulation lock. Owing to its
relatively thin adsorbed layer and the relatively large drift velocity (from 0.1 nm/s to 1
nm/s in extreme cases) the minimum approach velocity for a precise drift estimation
was experimentally determined to be 2 nm. As a consequence, the rate of force change
when going from liquid-like layer interaction to a possible solid-like layer behavior is way
above what the phase control PID can manage without substantially increasing the SNR
of the system. Thus, increasing the phase PID’s bandwidth would solve the control
problem but the noise in the frequency detection would bury any measurable force
levels. In this context, the mica sample tests the limits of our current system.
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Figure 83. SANM amplitude and the dissipation force for the same curve in Figure 82. The
periodic peaks are similar to the ones found in the elastic force and WGAS amplitude. The
SANM presents no measurable signal at this point. The dissipation force signal shows the
same periodic interaction peaks but the average dissipation force is still zero. The bottom
sensor does not seem to record any oscillation either.

The retraction shows evidence of elastically detaching from the tip by the adsorbed
layer, while at the same time dissipating energy. The three peaks are now puling the
probe downwards, as can be elucidated from the direction of the oscillating peaks. The
force the layer exert on the probe range from 3 nN to 10 nN.
It has been observed that compressed liquid underneath the probing body becomes
ordered in discrete layers[121], [123]. The periodicity of the oscillations is approximately
5 Å, which is equivalent to twice the length of a water molecule and previous studies
have reported features with 5 Å in height in mica surfaces at ambient conditions[124].
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However, measurements with an improved drift compensation system are needed to
conclusively determine the nature of the measured oscillations.

6.2.C Subsequent approaches
Again, showing similarities with the HOPG experiment, the curves start to minimize their
hysteresis after performing numerous approaches, as shown in Figure 84. The maximum
elastic force value during the approach is almost constant (around 2 nN). These
approaches show that for a similar interaction force, the interaction length has
increased from 18 Å (Figure 82) to 6 Å (Figure 84) in the approach and from 25 Å to 39 Å
in the retraction.
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Figure 84. Curve showing reduced hysteresis. After several ARCs the curves the SANM
Amplitude and dissipation force showing reduced hysteresis.
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As the probe keeps contacting the adsorbed layer, an increasing the amount of water
gets accumulated near and around the interaction region. Capillarity induced water
formation seems to increase the viscosity shown in the ARCs.
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After several curves the periodic peaks stop being the main feature and an
average monotonic interaction appears. This is evidence of an increase of the adsorbed
water layer thickness due to probe-induced condensation and/or regular condensation.
The layers closes to the surface are only able to be pushed aside when using a
shear motion [125]. However, no SANM signal is detected. This could be due to the
inability of the system to handle sharp force changes. There have been slight indications
of the surge of the signal but are still below the noise level.
6.2.D Analysis of subsequent approaching and retracting curves (ARCs)
The ARCs on mica represented a challenge and it tested the limits of the system.
In its present developmental stage, the drift control is only effective when the drift
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velocity is at least 4 times smaller than the approach velocity and, as explained above
the minimum practical approach velocity is 2 nm/s. As noted in the beginning of the
section, the difficulty arises in the ability of the system to maintain the PI loop that
controls the phase, thus achieving frequency modulation. Because of the inability to
perform ARCs with lower velocities, the force change on the probe when encountering
the surface or interacting with the solid-like behavior of the layer prevented a higher
number of successful ARCs.
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The averaged curves show the oscillation is still present. While not discarding a
mechanical oscillation originating from mechanical sources (in the order of a few
angstroms) the oscillations could be an indications of molecular layering of the confined
fluid.
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Figure 87. Elastic force compared with the SANM amplitude. No evidence of SANM signal,
but the sudden jump to higher forces is noticeable at the end of the approach.
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Figure 88. Comparison of length of interaction after several processes. This is believed to
be caused by the change in the probe-surface contact area.
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Figure 89 The logarithm WGAS elastic constant has a constant slope for approximately
15 Å before dramatically increasing. The logarithm of the dissipation force showing a
constant slope, evidence of viscous forces.

The later curves showed an increase of the interaction length (Figure 88), in
accordance with the increase of the contact area due to repeated encounters with a
solid like fluid (or the surface itself). The unique hydrophilic nature of mica may also
explain why the interaction changes so rapidly distance, since the adhesion forces of the
adsorbed layer have been found to be higher than in silicon oxide, another hydrophilic
surface[119]. There is also strong evidence of the existence of ice-like water layer in the
surface of mica in air[126], [127].
The exponential behavior is still present in both the dissipative and the elastic
constants with the dissipation force extending until the arbitrary zero is reached. In this
case, such a sharp increase in the interaction forces may originate in the layers’
thickness. Smaller amounts of molecules could cause the transition from liquid-like to
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solid-like behavior to happen within a shorter region (and thus in shorter time) than on
samples with thicker adsorbed layers. Due to the minimum limit in the approach
velocity of our system (2 nm/s), longer transition times are beyond reach.

Figure 90. A volume of 1 ml of de-ionized (DI) water placed on the silicon and cleaved mica
used in the measurements. Both surfaces show hydrophilic behavior.

6.2.E Section conclusions
The ARCs on mica show a layer of approximately 20 Å to 30 Å, in accordance
with previously reported results[106]. The characteristic exponential behavior of the
dissipation can be observed and a large force gradient after approximately 20 Å into the
interaction with the adsorbed layer occurs for the initial curves and 60 Å for the
subsequent curves. This is evidence of a transition caused by a sudden solid-like
interaction suggesting an abrupt change of the viscoelastic properties. Further probing
of the adsorbed layer requires improvement of the current implementation of the
WGAS-SANM system.
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6.3

Hydrogen terminated Silicon

6.3.A Sample preparation
A 1 cm X 1 cm square was cut from a 150 cm diameter silicon wafer. The sample
was cleaned in a solution of 50 % acetone (99 % purity) and 50 % isopropanol (99 %
purity) for 30 minutes in a sonicating bath. It was subsequently submerged in HF 49 %
(aqueous solution) for 30 s and cleaned with running de-ionized water (DI) water for
another 30 s. A stream of nitrogen gas was applied for 30 s to remove residual elements
from its surface. Immediately afterwards, the silicon sample was placed on the SANM
sensor using vacuum grease as a mechanical coupler, ready for measurements. The
freshly mounted probe used in this process is shown in Figure 91.
6.3.B Stable approaches
While still recording the SANM signal, the QTF’s signal is used to produce the
control signal in this process. The parameters of the probe and the conditions are
Q=2,526, peak amplitude of 10 nm, resonance frequency of 31,461 Hz, relative humidity
43 ± 1 % and a temperature of 27° Celsius. The probe’s parameters are: probe radius of
approximately 120 nm, a base radius of 25 microns, and a protruding length of 80 μm
from the edge of the QTF’s tine. Equation ( 12 ) sets the driving force at 103 nN.
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Figure 91. Probe used in the process on hydrogen terminated silicon.

From the analysis of previous surfaces (HOPG, mica) the SANM sensor is well
correlated to the elastic force of the probe-layer interaction. This fact provides a
method to determine, with increased certainty, whether the probe has reached a region
of stronger mechanical coupling.
In the case of silicon, we found evidence of a thick layer on its surface. Figure 93
shows a first set of averaged curves where an interaction range extending
approximately 1,100 Å is observed. For the initial processes we did not obtain any
significant SANM signals due to the length of the interaction layer. Thus we only present
the curves that show contact with the layer adsorbed to the surface, as evidenced by
the change in the SANM phase. The SANM normalized amplitude seems to increase in
the last 1,100 Å. The SANM amplitude without normalization starts decreasing at the
400 Å mark and a slight increase at the 100 Å mark.
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Figure 92. Comparison between normalized and unnnormalized SANM amplitude signal. The
elastic shear force shows the characteristics exponential behavior indicating the viscous drag
force of the layer.

However the normazliation of the SANM signal is justified by the SANM phase
change observed, which indicates mechanical coupling between probe and sample
(Figure 93).
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After the onset of the tunneling current both dissipation and elastic constants
have a similar trend. Given that the silicon surface has a higher hardness rating than PtIr 10 %, a deformation of the probe is expected upon true contact with the sample. This
differs from the approach curves on HOPG where during the transition curve, the elastic
force had a negative slope, effectively measuring a decrease of the probe’s elastic force,
suggesting that the HOPG surface was elasticly complying under the probes’s pressure,
preventing it from detecting an increase in the elsatic constant[128], [129].
The tunneling current starts showing its exponential behavior at around 350 Å
from the arbitrary zero coinciding with a more stable behavior in the elastic and
dissipation constants as evidenced in Figure 94.
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Figure 94. The natural logarithm of the dissipation and elastic constants in the first
averaged set of approaches for silicon. The slope shows an approximately constant 𝑏
after the onset of the tunneling currentand (around the 350 Å mark). Notice how both
curves have an approximately constant slope, only to experience changes at around
the 25 Å mark.
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In the case of silicon, the existence of silicon dihydrates[130], [131] after
obtaining a hydrogen terminated surface by submerging the silicon sample in
hydrofluoric acid (HF), may be the main component of the thick adsorbed layer found in
the ARC results (Figure 92-93). A second set of averaged curves is shown in Figure 95-96.
In similar fashion to the first set of averaged curves, the un-normalized SANM signal
shows no evidence of mechanical coupling (Figure 95), but the phase change (Figure 96)
indicates a mechanical coupling is indeed underway, making the normalized SANM
amplitude a measure of the probe-sample interaction.
Figure 97 shows that the constant slope of the logarithm of the dissipation
constant 𝑏 changes around 50 Å from the arbitrary zero, while the elastic constant slope
remains constant. This seems to indicate both an elastic bending and deformation of the
probe in a solid-like interaction.
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Is this behavior that seems to indicate a contact with the solid-like confined layer
(or silicon sample) since includes both a deformation (divergence of dissipation from
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exponential trend) and the elastic bending indicated by the exponential behavior of the
elastic constant.
Modification of the cleaning protocol needs to be addressed. Clearly, the thick
layer is the results of insufficient removal of byproducts of the cleaning procedure used.
The semiconductor industry standard, RCA cleaning[132] needs to be included in the
sample preparation protocol. Finally, Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) analysis coupled
with Raman and Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy analysis would help
determine the composition of the thick layer found on the sample’s surface, as well as
confirm or discard the existence of the silicon dihydrides[133].
6.3.C Section conclusions
The ARCs on silicon show the exponential behavior of the dissipation force
characteristic of the viscoelastic properties of the adsorbed surface layer. The tunneling
current onset correlates very well with the increase of the force gradients, and the
SANM phase signal. Notably, the SANM amplitude does not show much change in this
region of higher force gradients. The SANM phase, on the contrary, shows a strong
correlation with the transitions observed in dissipation and elastic forces providing
confirmation, otherwise unavailable, of the onset of mechanical coupling between
probe and sample. Lastly, the normalized SANM amplitude, when present, show the
same strong correlation with the elastic force observed in the HOPG experiments.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

We have shown the implementation of a quartz tuning fork (QTF) based
scanning probe microscope (SPM) system with tunneling current, shear force and
acoustic sensing capabilities, to perform approaching a retracting curves (ARC) on
mesoscopic films at ambient conditions. The whispering gallery acoustic sensing (WGAS)
and the shear acoustic near field microscopy (SANM) techniques presented strong
evidence of their capabilities to measure the forces affecting the probe (WGAS) and the
forces affecting the sample (SANM) when both are mechanically coupled through an
adsorbed mesoscopic layer.
Results from ARCs performed on three different samples, with the system in
frequency modulation mode enabling the decoupling of the interaction forces in elastic
and dissipative, showed evidence of a correlation between elastic forces and the SANM
amplitude. In HOPG the results point mainly towards an elastic dissipation channel for
the probe-layer interaction. Strong correlations between the SANM phase, interaction
forces and tunneling current measurements showed the relevance of the SANM phase
measurements in the transition from liquid-like to solid like interactions experienced by
the probe. A hydrogen terminated silicon surface presented evidence of mechanical
coupling even in the absence of the SANM amplitude, with the help of the SANM phase.
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These results showcase the critical significance of SANM detection, as a measure
of the relative phase between the probe and the adsorbed mesoscopic layer - when
mechanically coupled to an oscillating probe - to study the dynamics of mesoscopic fluid
under confinement.
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7.1

Future Outlook

Moving forward, the quantitative determination of the coupling between the probed
surface and the SANM sensor would justify direct use of the model for the calculation of
the phononic dissipation channel, proposed by our group[78]. Such a task would require
a combination of numerical simulations using Finite Element Method (FEM) calculations
and theoretical modeling to elucidate the coupling function for a given substrate.
In the experimental arena, scanning capabilities for in-situ imaging of the surface would
enable pre and post imaging of the probed area, helping select an appropriate location
for the ARCs. It also lends itself to 3D mapping of the probe-sample interactions,
significantly incrementing the spectroscopy capabilities of the SANM-WGAS integrated
system. In addition, while effective for sub-nanometer precision measurements and
velocities above 2 nm/s, the thermal drift control implemented in this thesis would
benefit from a SPM stage with a thermal drift compensation design that would render it
suitable for inspection of samples with thin adsorbed layers such as mica.
Finally, the limitation placed by the use of the QTF excitation voltage as the bias voltage
for the tunneling current measurements implies an inability to reduce the amount of
tunneling current in the interaction region, minimizing heat effects. A technique to
decouple these two voltage levels will diminish the likelihood of force contributions
caused by high tunneling currents and its effects[113], [115].
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APPENDIX A
Calculation of the elastic and dissipation interaction forces
Following the derivation of the equations for the elastic and dissipation forces, we
combine equations ( 4 ) through ( 7 ),
𝜋

𝜋

𝜋

𝜋

𝜋

𝑚(𝑖𝜔0 )2 𝑥0 𝑒 −𝑖 2 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡 + (𝑏+𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 )𝑖𝜔0 𝑥0 𝑒 −𝑖 2 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡 + (𝑘 + 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 )𝑥0 𝑒 −𝑖 2 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡 = 𝐴0 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡
Replacing 𝑖 2 = −1,
𝜋

−𝑚(𝜔0 )2 𝑥0 𝑒 −𝑖 2 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡 + 𝑖(𝑏+𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 )𝜔0 𝑥0 𝑒 −𝑖 2 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡 + (𝑘 + 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 )𝑥0 𝑒 −𝑖 2 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡 = 𝐴0 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡
and noting that,
𝜋
𝜋
𝜋
𝑒 −𝑖 2 = (cos ( ) + 𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛 (− )) = −𝑖
2
2

we have,
𝑖𝑚𝜔0 2 𝑥0 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡 + (𝑏+𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 )𝜔0 𝑥0 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡 − 𝑖(𝑘 + 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 )𝑥0 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡 = 𝐹0 𝑒 𝑖𝜔0 𝑡 .
Rearranging terms,
(𝑚𝜔0 2 𝑥0 − (𝑘 + 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 )𝑥0 )𝑖 + ((𝑏+𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 )𝑥0 𝜔0 − 𝐹0 ) = 0
And finally, noting that for any real numbers 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷, if 𝐴𝑖 + 𝐵 = 𝐶𝑖 + 𝐷 then 𝐴 =
𝐶 and 𝐵 = 𝐷. Thus,
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(𝑘 + 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 ) = 𝑚𝜔0 2
𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑚𝜔0 2 − 𝑘
2
𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑚𝜔0 2 − 𝑚𝜔00

2
𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑚((∆𝜔0 + 𝜔00 )2 − 𝜔00
)

𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑚((

∆𝜔
2
+ 1)2 𝜔00 2 − 𝜔00
)
𝜔00

𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑚𝜔00 2 ((

𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑘((

∆𝜔
+ 1)2 − 1)
𝜔00

∆𝜔
+ 1)2 − 1)
𝜔00

Similarly,
(𝑏+𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 )𝑥0 𝜔0 = 𝐹0

𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 =

𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 =

𝐹0
−𝑏
𝑥0 𝜔

𝐹0
𝐹0
−
𝑥0 𝜔0 𝑥00 𝜔00

𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝐹0 (

1
1
−
)
𝑥0 𝜔0 𝑥00 𝜔00

𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝐹0 (

𝑥00 𝜔00
− 1)
𝑥0 𝜔0
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𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝐹0

1
𝑥00 𝜔00
(
− 1)
𝑥00 𝜔00 𝑥0 𝜔0

and realizing that,
𝑘𝑥00
= 𝐹0
𝑄
we have the final expressions used in the body of the thesis to calculate 𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 and 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 ,

𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑡 =

𝑘𝑥00 1
𝑥00 𝜔00
(
− 1)
𝑄 𝑥00 𝜔00 𝑥0 𝜔0

𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 =

𝑘 1 𝑥00 𝜔00
(
− 1)
𝑄 𝜔00 𝑥0 𝜔0

where 𝑥0 is the amplitude at resonance while interacting, 𝑥00 is the amplitude at
resonance 𝜔00 = 2𝜋𝑓00 with 𝑓00 the frequency at resonance before interaction, 𝜔0 =
2𝜋𝑓0 with 𝑓0 the frequency at resonance while interacting and 𝜔0 = ∆𝜔0 + 𝜔00 .
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APPENDIX B
Calculation of the piezo-electro-mechanical coupling α
The calculation of the QTF has been extensively analyzed in previous publications[65],
[72], [73], [76], [134]. Here offer a summary of the calculations needed to electrically
calibrate the QTF’s amplitude of oscillation. The calculation of the QTF begins with the
determination of the capacitance of the mechanical model for the crystal quartz
oscillators. By fitting the measured curve to the equation,

2

𝐼(𝜔) =

𝐼0 𝜔
√
𝑄𝜔0

𝐶
𝜔2
𝐶2
𝜔2
𝐶2 𝜔 2
1 + 2 𝐶0 (1 − 2 ) + 02 (1 − 2 ) + 02 (𝜔 𝑄 )
𝜔0
𝐶
𝜔0
𝐶
0
2

𝜔2
𝜔 2
(1 − 2 ) + (𝜔 𝑄 )
𝜔0
0

With the additional relations 𝜔0 = 1/√𝐿𝐶, 𝑄 = 𝐿𝜔0 /𝑅 and 𝐼0 = 𝑉/𝑅 you obtain R,
then L then C. Or by combining all three equations,

𝐶=

1
𝑅𝑄𝜔0

where R,Q and 𝜔0 are results from the fitting. The stiffness 𝑘 is calculated from,
𝐸 𝑡 3
𝑘= ( ) 𝑤
4 𝐿
To obtain the piezo-electro-mechanical-coupling 𝛼 we start with the relation between
charge and tine displacement 𝑄𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 = 𝛼𝑥. Since both tines are moving and they move
with 180° out of phase, the right expression for the two tines is,
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𝑄𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 = 2𝛼𝑥
The energy of a capacitor of charge 𝑄𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 is equal to the kinetic energy of both tines,
𝑄𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 2
𝑘𝑥 2
= 2(
)
2𝐶
2
(2𝛼𝑥)2
= 2(𝑘𝑥 2 )
𝐶
(𝛼)2 𝑘
=
𝐶
2
and we obtain,

𝑘𝐶
𝛼=√
.
2
Finally the Δ𝐼𝑅𝑀𝑆 / Δ𝑥𝑅𝑀𝑆 is found from,
∆𝐼𝑅𝑀𝑆 = 4𝜋𝑓𝛼∆𝑥𝑅𝑀𝑆
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APPENDIX C
The problem of the changing tunneling impedance
The bias voltage in tunneling current changes as the tunneling resistance decreases. This
fact makes the actual measured I/V ratio to change.

V

V

Figure C.1 Top: Connections for the tunneling current measurements. Bottom:
Schematic for the analysis for the measured current logarithmic behavior. The
bias is set a dc voltage and does not affect the ac measurements (it is different
than zero only in the case of the approaches on silicon).

Here we present an analysis that shows how the measured current, even under this
conditions, will produce a logarithmic trend. First we express the voltage across the
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tunneling impedance as (using Figure C.1)
𝑉𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 =

𝑉
× (𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 +𝑍𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 )
𝑍𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 +𝑍𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 + 𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

where V is the voltage amplitude of the ac bias voltage. Next, the expression for the
tunneling current 𝐼𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 is,

𝐼𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 =

𝑉𝑅
𝑍𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔

=

(𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 +𝑍𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 )
𝑉
×
𝑍𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 +𝑍𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 + 𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑍𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝐼𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝐼𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 ×

(𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 +𝑍𝐶 )
𝑍𝑇

(𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 +𝑍𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 )
𝐿𝑛(𝐼𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 ) = 𝐿𝑛(𝐼𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 ) + 𝐿𝑛 (
)
𝑍𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝐿𝑛(𝐼𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 ) = 𝐿𝑛(𝐼) + 𝐿𝑛(𝑍𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 +𝑍𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 ) − 𝐿𝑛(𝑍𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 )

𝐿𝑛(𝐼𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 ) = 𝐿𝑛(𝐼𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 ) − 2𝑧√

2𝑚𝜑
+ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡
ℏ2

𝐿𝑛(𝐼𝑇𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 ) = 𝐿𝑛(𝐼𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 ) − 𝐶1𝑧 + 𝐶2

Using equation ( 17 ) for the 𝑰𝑻𝒖𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒈 shows that the logarithm of the 𝑰𝑴𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒅 is
proportional to the probe-sample distance plus a linear term and a constant. As a
consequence, the current measured with the circuit shown in Figure C.1 is expected to
behave linearly in a logarithmic scale.
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APPENDIX D
Difference in the force analysis between a QTF and a cantilever type probes

The difference in the calculation of the interaction forces for the cantilever and the QTF
is shown in (Figure D.1). To calculate the average oscillation of the cantilever probe,
assuming a peak to peak oscillation spanning three positions (𝑧1 , 𝑧2 and 𝑧3 ) the average
interaction for the force in the position 𝑧3 is 𝐴(𝑧3 ) = (𝐴(𝑧1 ) + 𝐴(𝑧2 ) + 𝐴(𝑧3 ))/3. As
seen in Figure D.2 the results can be generalized to 𝐴(𝑧𝑛 ). The main characteristic is
that every average position depends on the result of the next. Therefore, it is necessary
to arrange the results in matrix form and solve the system of equations. This is the
essence of the Giessibl method. Sader used an integral form to attack the same
problem.

Figure D.1 Diagram showing the difference in the calculation of the average
force for a cantilever and the quartz tuning fork. The cantilever interacts along
the Z region. The QTF interacts with the X,Y and Z regions.
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Figure D.2 The matrix method to solve the force interactions of the AFM
cantilever probe in frequency modulation mode.

Figure D.3 Similar procedure seen in Figure D.2 but applied to the QTF. It can be
seen that the force average for any position does not depend on any previous or
future z positions and as a consequence the average force can be entirely
calculated in one cycle of oscillation.
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